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EDITORIAL
Welsh Shows

This is the fourteenth issue of the Journal which has covered numerous studs and 
topics and many of the shows at which Welsh Ponies and Cobs have participated. 
Over those years the numbers participating have declined considerably to the 
point at which one can truly question whether a show with such few animals with 
only one or two in a class can still be considered valid.

There have been numerous reasons propounded for this, especially the economy, 
but is it not just that because the Welsh breeds are not being sufficiently promoted 
anymore and because of this, interest has waned. We have had many downturns in 
the economy in the past 60 years with a lowering of entries, but the numbers have 
always bounced back. Is it happening now? When one has a 'Breed Society', the 
criteria for any show is the determining the quality of the Welsh Ponies and Cobs 
compared with the Breed Standards. Where so few animals come forward and in 
the case of a class where only one animal comes forward and gets a first, 
irrespective of its quality, one must question the veracity of that show.

It was therefore pleasing to see the numbers of ponies which participated in the 
Tulbagh Gold Medal Show of the WPCS, Africa, show in September. A record 
number of entries was received and this was limited by the number of stables 
which the show organisers could allocate to the Welsh breeds. Where one gets 66 
entries forward in the Senior Stallion Single Harness class, and this has to be split 
into three Heats, it must become obvious that this new Society is doing something 
right to be able to draw that number of entries. We wish the Council of this Society 
great success to increase the numbers even further and also get other Sections of 
the Studbook to participate. In addition, the inclusion of Riding classes to show the 
true versatility of the Welsh breeds is imperative. Although the timetable already 
appears to be cramped, somehow this must be engineered.

President of the Mother Society

It was an honour and a privilege to have Elizabeth Russell, the current President of 
the Mother Society, as our Judge for the Breed and Harness classes and to have 
attended our Annual General Meeting in that capacity. This is the first time that a 
sitting President has judged in Southern Africa and we have enjoyed the 
experience immensely. Her words of encouragement and suggestions in a 
discussion after the AGM were welcome and it is trusted that those who attended 
were able to gain much from the discourse. The article on page 35 deals with this 
discussion and could serve as a reminder to those who attended and be of interest 
to those who could not.
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When Elizabeth Russell accepted the invitation to judge at Tulbagh, she also 
wanted to take the opportunity of visiting Namibia. She kindly agreed to meet with 
the Namibian membership of the Society and an interesting weekend was held at 
the Game Lodge of Hendrik and Sabine Derks, some 150km North-East of the 
Capital Windhoek. Apart from hours of just talking ponies and cobs, the weekend 
also entailed a mock show where members were able to judge their animals 
according to the Breed Standards, a session where members had a demonstration 
of how to complete the Identification Diagram of a pony/cob and questions and 
answers about the Welsh breed. A most enjoyable time was had by all.

Articles

Again this year there are a variety of articles which I hope will have something of 
interest to all readers.

As is the norm, I have looked at the main shows held 60, 50, 40 …. years ago so 
that readers can compare the ponies of yesteryear with those they currently have. 
If it had not been for the agricultural publications of the Farmer's Weekly and the 
Landbouweekblad, very few pictures of those shows would be available and even 
though the quality of printing in those days was rather basic, with modern 
technology we have been able to enhance these considerably, although not to the 
level of digital photographs today. As these are the only pictures available, they 
have to do! But it is worrying that there are no pictures of the Bloemfontein show 
held in 1988, at least none that I can source, and that year will remain a blank until 
someone who was there and took photographs comes forward; after all, it is only 
30 years ago and colour photography was well established by then – in fact it was 
the start of the digital era, even though the earlier digital photographs were very 
pixelated. The prizewinners section has been expanded so that a greater number of 
colour photographs of the ponies and cobs can be published.

There is the normal coverage of the Royal Welsh Show at Builth Wells in Wales in 
July this year. Every breeder and owner of a Welsh Pony or Cob should make it 
their life's ambition of attending at least one Royal Welsh Show – it will be an eye-
opener and can only be described as educational and entertaining. This year Carol 
Woodruff joined us at Llanellwedd and her experiences are reflected in her article 
on page 80.

Over the years there have been numerous articles by Pat Moore who, with 
Veterinary Surgeon husband Derek, bred Welsh Ponies under the prefix Hydown 
in what was then Natal. Pat still provides articles and with permission of the 
Editors of the Journals of the Mother Society, some of her reports in those Journals 
are reproduced in this publication. Hydown ponies feature in many pedigrees of 
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Southern African ponies and we thank them for their contribution to the breed. In 
addition, Pat occasionally sends in contributions which I am always pleased to 
publish, and there are some in this edition. Thank you, Pat.

The Future

Should any reader wish to make any suggestions to improve the Journal or ideas 
for future articles about matters or studs which would be of interest to readers, to 
keep the Journal topical and interesting, please contact me because I always keep 
in mind the words of the French writer, Charles de Montesquieu 
~ An author is a fool who, not content with boring those he lives with, 
insists on boring future generations. 

GK 2017

-----------oooooooooOooooooooo-----------

When I can't ride anymore, I shall still keep horses as long as I can hobble 

along with a bucket and a wheelbarrow. When I can't hobble, I shall roll my 

wheelchair out to the fence of the field where my horses graze, and watch them 

~ Monica Dickens

The horse knows how to be a horse if we will leave him alone... but the riders 

don't know how to ride. What we should be doing is creating riders and that 

takes care of the horse immediately. ~ Charles de Kunffy

Never approach a bull from the front, a horse from the rear or a fool from any 

direction. ~ Cowboy saying

The horse is God's gift to mankind. ~ Arabian Proverb

My dear, I don't care what they do, so long as they don't do it in the streets and 

frighten the horses. ~ Mrs. Patrick Campbell
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TULBAGH GOLD MEDAL SHOW 2018
JUDGES REPORT

It was with much curiosity that I accepted the kind invitation from the WPCS of 
Africa to judge their show at Tulbagh in the Western Cape of South Africa.  
Having been to the National Show in Bloemfontein and the Rand Show in 
Johannesburg in 1991 and then revisited again in 2001, it would be interesting to 
see if the Welsh Ponies and Cobs had changed over the years. Newly formed in 
2015, the WPCS of Africa has gone from strength to strength with the core of the 
membership based in the Cape Flats near Cape Town. Their third show at Tulbagh 
this year was no exception with the size of classes and enthusiasm of exhibitors 
such that many shows in the UK would envy.

The show field and arena is set in a beautiful location surrounded by mountains on 
three sides topped with blue sky and puffy clouds during the day with tumbling 
temperatures as the sun descended and nippy mornings – many of the ponies still 
had signs of their winter coats as they headed into their Spring.

The classes were spread over 5 days with intermittent classes of Hackneys, 
Hackney Ponies, Friesians, American Saddle horses and Welsh Ponies – all 
Section A's. In total 148 Mountain Ponies participated in the show, in hand, in 
harness as singles, doubles, teams, tandems and eights – showing the true 
versatility and exuberance of the breed and the genuine enjoyment and skill of the 
exhibitors. First up on the Tuesday afternoon were the Young Stock In Hand 
classes including weaned foals, yearlings, two and three year olds with colt and 
filly entries in each separate section. The manner of showing was different to that 
which we are used to in the UK often being shown from both sides and as 
youngsters will, not all wanting to show their paces. The winner of the two year old 
filly class Vanity My Desire took my fancy having a lovely structure, bone and 
walk with good movement and quality – as luck would have it she started to prance 
and blow in the female young stock championship which secured it for her 
followed by the winner of the three year old filly class as reserve champion, O'Lee 
Sanna who was a lovely type and very fluid in her movement. O'Lee Sanna also 
featured in the driving classes with success, really showing her stride. Unlike the 
UK, ponies under 4 years of age may be exhibited in performance classes. Both my 
male young stock Champion and Reserve came from the three year old colt class 
with Milano Heart on Fire taking the honours and Marwa Wifi Hot Spot taking 
reserve. Both had lovely structure, were short coupled and good strides and again 
both did well in their respective driving classes.

Wednesday saw the well filled senior classes in hand with three separate sections 
for both mares and stallions i.e. aged 4-6: 6-10 and 10 +. They were strongly 
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contested classes with Hansu Express going as winner of the 4-6 year old Stallions 
with Milano Highly Explosive second.  In the 6-10 year old stallions Lanika Spirit 
won with Hansu Savannah in second place. Dunau Free Angus topped the 10 + 
class closely followed by Bella Top-Spot. In the junior mare section O'Lee Babsie 
took first place followed by Du Dre Misty My Lady with Sunset Sugar Lady 
taking first in the 6-10 year old section followed by Uyzel Sky and finally in the 10 
+ section two lovely mares, Adowa Suzie followed by Adowa Bellerina took the 
honours. In the senior female championship Adowa Bellerina outshone her class 
winner to finish reserve to the younger Sunset Sugar Lady.  In the overall male 
championship the winner of the younger section took the honours whilst the 
winner of the 6-10 year old group was reserve.  It was these two male champions, 
Hansu Express followed closely by Lanika Spirit that went on to be the Show 
Supreme in hand ponies.  These two stallions were lovely examples both in 
structure and movement and even in the driving classes my eye was constantly 
drawn to them.

For someone who is passionate about driving – I really enjoyed some amazing 
turnouts of these more than well filled driving classes – run on a very different 
basis to most of our own classes in the UK. The classes started with an under five 
year old driven Mare class won by Dunau Fiona, a lovely forward moving mare 
and the under five year old stallion class was won by Big Shot Mark of Charm – 
another forward moving stallion both of whom covered the ground.     Then on to 
the largest class of the show - 66 stallions driven to viceroys came forward. 
Fortunately in 3 heats! The first 5 from each heat went forward to a final class. 
Heats A, B & C had five worthy placings in each class and there was much to 
commend many of those who were not placed on the day.  In due course fifteen 
single harness stallions were forward for their final won by Hansu Express 
followed by De Louw Golden Master with Hansu Savannah third, Lanika Spirit 
fourth and Blom Peanut 5th. All excellent turnouts with tremendous movement.

Many of the ponies entered multiple classes each and every day. There were Child 
handlers under 12 won by Thaufier with Sunset Sugar Lady with Zinidine and 
Uyzel Sky in second place – a Gelding class won by Lipizza Hocus Pocus with 
Llanelli JFK second and a Lead Rein class for children under 8 won by Alien on 
Sunset Sugar Lady. But it was the driving classes in all shapes and sizes which 
fired children and adults alike.

Young whips abounded with 26 entries in the boys 12-18 year olds – watch out 
parents – your children are gaining on you. As the entries came into the ring it felt 
as if the ring couldn't take any more. Driven with confidence there were some 
excellent turnouts.  The winner of this strongly contested class was Keown with 
Hansu Express with Zuhair and Rosenberg Candice in second place. Next came 
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the girls in the same age group all dressed in their finery and showing equal skill 
and confidence as the boys and won by Zainab Brenner with  Hansu Valour with 
Charmaine Amardien and Caspian Bright Spark second. There were two heats for 
drivers aged under 12 years of age assisted by an adult with Eesa Moses and 
Milano Heart on Fire leading the field in the first heat with Anize Davids and 
Marwa Hifi Hot Spot close on its heels. The second heat was won by Taihqeen 
Brenner and Brenner Showtime with Haneem and Lourens Ace of Spades second. 
Then came those children aged under twelve years of age who drove with no adult 
to assist but with equal aplomb and confidence with the lovely little mare Adowa 
Bellerina winning with Thaakier and Nishaad Salasa with Rosenberg Dream 
Replay in second spot. 

The ladies fine harness class was a delight – they showed their skills graciously 
with beaming smiles, smart and colourful finery accompanied by much laughter. 
This lovely class was won by Kauthar Hendricks and Lourens Ace of Spades with 
Ranee and Hansu Valour in second place.

Whilst the above classes were all driven as single turnouts there were classes for 
pairs, tandems, teams and of course the unique South African class for teams of 8 
ponies. Outstanding amongst these was the winner of both the pairs and tandem 
classes the veteran expert whip Wessel Swart of the Bioci Stud whose turnouts 
were exemplary with each pony synchronising superbly with the other. Equally 
outstanding were the winners of the Teams of four who also won the Team of Eight 
– so ably supplied and driven by the Jacobs Stud. No mean feat. What was so 
wonderful about the magnificent team of eight was not only the skill required to 
put to and drive them but the huge amount of pleasure they gave to both their 
passengers and the audience.

However, the excitement was not yet over – finally after five days of judging came 
the coveted overall single harness supreme championship. The top five in each 
eligible class were forward, each of them potential champions in their own right.  
The final decisions had to be made – what a task. Supreme Champion title for 2018 
went to Hansu Express whose flamboyance, paces and correctness made him a 
consistent winner. He only just pipped the reserve position which went to the 
lovely Lanika Spirit who had won his heat and nudged top places all week and rose 
to the occasion in this final championship. The quality little mare Adowa Bellerina 
who just got better with each class, was placed overall third.

It was only some days later with the advantage of a marked catalogue that I 
realised that I consistently placed my winners in the top five of each class and only 
afterwards (trying to remember all the unknown names) that I realised that my 
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Supreme Champion and Reserve In-Hand were the same ponies as those that went 
Supreme and Reserve in the driven classes. Good conformation will out. Their 
movement was superb.

I cannot mention all the lovely ponies that came forward but it was a true privilege 
to have experienced the passion within the WPCS of Africa for their ponies and 
their sport. Thank you.

Elizabeth A Russell – Gartconnel

President 2018-2019

----------oooooooOooooooo----------

A man on a horse is spiritually as well as physically bigger than a man on foot. 
~ John Steinbeck

I heard a neigh, Oh, such a brisk and melodious neigh it was. My very heart 
leaped with the sound. ~ Nathaniel Hawthorne

He who said he made a small fortune in the horse business probably started out 
with a large fortune! ~ Anonymous

Don't be the rider who gallops all night and never sees the horse that is 
beneath him ~ Jelaluddin Rumi

I've spent most of my life riding horses. The rest I've just wasted. ~ Anonymous

Sell the cow, buy the sheep, but never be without the horse. ~ Irish Proverb

In buying a horse or taking a wife, shut your eyes tight and commend yourself 
to God. ~ Tuscan Proverb

If the world was truly a rational place, men would ride sidesaddle. ~ Rita Mae 
Brown

Horses have never hurt anyone yet, except when they bet on them~ Stuart 
Cloete 
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Supreme Champion In-Hand: Hansu Express

Reserve Supreme Champion In-Hand: Lanika Spirit

TULBAGH GOLD MEDAL SHOW 2018
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Champion Junior Colt: Milano Heart On Fire

Reserve Champion Junior Colt: Marwa Wifi Hot Spot

TULBAGH GOLD MEDAL SHOW 2018
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Champion Junior Filly: Vanity My Desire

Reserve Champion Junior Filly: O’Lee Sanna

TULBAGH GOLD MEDAL SHOW 2018
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TULBAGH GOLD MEDAL SHOW 2018

Champion Senior Mare: Sunset Sugar Lady

Reserve Champion Senior Mare: Adowa Bellerina
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TULBAGH GOLD MEDAL SHOW 2018

Supreme Champion Single Harness: Hansu Express

Supreme Reserve Champion Single Harness: Lanika Spirit
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WELSH MOUNTAIN PONY (SECTION A)
Not exceeding 12 hands high (1,22m)

BREED DESCRIPTIONS

General Character Hardy, spirited and pony-like 
Colour Any colour, except piebald or skewbald 
Head Small, clean-cut and tapering to the muzzle 
Eyes Bold 
Ears Well-placed, small and pointed; well up on the head, proportionally 

close 
Nostrils Prominent and open 
Jaws and Throat Clean and finely-cut, with ample room at the angle of the jaw 
Neck Lengthy, well-carried and moderately lean in the case of mares, but 

inclined to be cresty in the case of mature stallions 
Shoulders Long and sloping well back. Withers moderately fine, but not 

“knifey”. The humerus upright so that the foreleg is not set in under 
the body 

Forelegs Set square and true, and not tied in at the elbows. Long, strong 
forearm, well developed knee, short flat bone below the knee, pasterns 
of proportionate slope and length, feet well-shaped and round, hoofs 
dense 

Back and Loins Muscular, strong and well-coupled 
Girth Deep 
Ribs Well sprung 
Hind Quarters Lengthy and fine. Not cobby, ragged or goose-rumped. Tail well set 

on and carried gaily 
Hocks Hocks to be large, flat and clean with points prominent, to turn neither 

inwards nor outwards. The hind leg not to be too bent. The hock not to 
be set behind a line from the point of the quarter to the fetlock joint. 
Pasterns of proportionate shape and length. Feet well-shaped, hoofs 
dense 

Action Quick, free and straight from the shoulder, well away in front. Knees 
and hocks well flexed with straight and powerful leverage with hocks 
well under the body. (The introduction of the word knee into the 
description of the movement of a Welsh Mountain Pony is a deliberate 
endeavour to emphasize the true action of the breed rather than the 
daisy-cutting movement which has crept in over the last few years. 
The active flexion of both knees and hocks, originally developed to 
negotiate the rocks and uneven terrain of the Welsh Mountains is a 
vital part of this action and it is equally important that the pony’s 
hocks must come well under the body with powerful force to propel it 
forward with the characteristic free up and out movement associated 
with the Welsh breeds)  
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WELSH PONY OF RIDING TYPE (SECTION B)
Not exceeding 13.2 hands high (1,37m)

The general description of ponies in Section A of the Stud Book is applicable to those in Section 
B, but more particularly the Section B shall be described as a riding pony, with quality, riding 

action, adequate bone and substance, hardiness and constitution and with pony character

WELSH PART-BRED

There is no breed type for animals recorded within the Welsh Part-Bred section of the Stud Book. 
Therefore they should be judged as performance animals with an emphasis placed on sound 

conformation and movement as well as suitability for a show or performance discipline they are 
likely to undertake. They should also show the characteristics of the Welsh Breed.

General Character Strong, hardy and active with pony character and as much substance as 
possible  

Colour Any colour, except piebald and skewbald 
Head Full of quality and pony character. A coarse head and roman nose are 

most objectionable
 

Eyes Bold, prominent and set widely apart 
Ears Neat and well set 
Neck

 
Lengthy, well-carried and moderately lean in the case of mares, but 
inclined to be cresty in the case of mature stallions 

Jaws and Throat Clean and finely-cut, with ample room at the angle of the jaw 
Neck

 

Lengthy, well-carried and moderately lean in the case of mares, but 
inclined to be cresty in the case of mature stallions

Shoulders  Strong but well laid back 
Forelegs  Set square and not tied in at the elbows. Long, strong forearms. Knees 

well developed with an abundance of bone below them, pasterns of 
proportionate slope and length, feet well-shaped, hoofs dense. When in 
the rough, a moderate quality of silky feather is not objected to but 
coarse, wiry hair is a definite objection

  

 
Back and Loins Muscular, strong and well-coupled. Deep through the heart and 

well-ribbed up  
Hind quarters Lengthy and strong. Ragged and drooping quarters are objectionable. 

Tail well-set on
 

 

Hindlegs  Second thighs, strong and muscular. Hocks large, flat and clean with 
points prominent, to turn neither inwards nor outwards. The hind leg 
not to be too bent. The hock not to be set behind a line from the point 
of the quarter to the fetlock joint. Pasterns of proportionate shape and 
length. Feet well-shaped, hoofs dense

 

Action  Free, true and forcible. The knee should be bent and the whole foreleg 
should be extended straight from the shoulder, and as far forward as 
possible in the trot. Hocks flexed under the body with straight and 
powerful leverage
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TULBAGH GOLD MEDAL SHOW 2018

Champion Double Harness: Bioci Stud Pair of Bioci Bob Dylan and Bioci Bright Sun

Reserve Champion Double Harness: Ambro Stud Pair of Llandilo High Society and Hansu Valour
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TULBAGH GOLD MEDAL SHOW 2018

Champion Tandem: Bioci Stud Pair of Bioci Bob Dylan and Bioci Bright Sun

Reserve Champion Tandem: Ambro Stud Pair of Hansu Valour and Llandilo High Society
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TULBAGH GOLD MEDAL SHOW 2018

Champion Fours: Jacobs Stud

Reserve Champion Fours: Bioci Stud
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TULBAGH GOLD MEDAL SHOW 2018

Champion Team of Eight: Jacobs Stud
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TULBAGH GOLD MEDAL SHOW 2018

stUnder 12 Asst HA 1 : Eesa Moses with Milano Heart on Fire

ndUnder 12 Asst HA 2 : Anize Davids with Marwa Hifi Hot Spot
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TULBAGH GOLD MEDAL SHOW 2018

stUnder 12 Asst HB 1 : Taihqeen with Brenner Showtime

ndUnder 12 Asst HB 2 : Haneem with Lourens Ace of Spades
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TULBAGH GOLD MEDAL SHOW 2018

stUnder 12 Unassisted 1 : Thaakier with Adowa Bellerina

ndUnder 12 Unassisted 2 : Nishaad Salasa wiht Rosenberg Dream Replay
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TULBAGH GOLD MEDAL SHOW 2018

stBoys under 18 1 : Keown Barry with Hansu Express

ndBoys under 18 2 : Zuhair with Rosenberg Candice
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TULBAGH GOLD MEDAL SHOW 2018

stGirls Fine Harness 1 : Zainab Brenner with Hansu Valour

ndGirls Fine Harnesss 2 : Charmaine Amardien with Caspian Bright Spark
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TULBAGH GOLD MEDAL SHOW 2018

stLadies Fine Harness 1 : Kauthar Hendricks with Lourens Ace of Spades

ndLadies Fine Harness 2 : Ranee with Hansu Valour
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TULBAGH GOLD MEDAL SHOW 2018

<12: Zaid with Thufaag Starking <12: Amara with Sunset Royal Command

<12: Bilqees Domingo with Uyzel Tramput <12: Ebrahim Jnr with Llandilo High Society

<12: Raeez Amardien with Hansu Dunrobin <12: Zada with Uyzel Smart 2

rdGFH 3 : Zaidee with Lanika Spirit
thGFH 4 : Jessie Lee Rix with Hansu Chanse
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TULBAGH GOLD MEDAL SHOW 2018

<18: Adam with Brenner Showtime Nazeema Wolhuter with Daibu Showtime Parader

Ambro Fours Iekeraam Salie Tandem

rdIn Supreme 3 : Adowa Bellerina thIn Supreme 4 : Big Shot Mark of Charm

thIn Supreme 5 : Hen-Klo Dancer’s Dream
thIn Supreme 6 : Hansu Savannah
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TULBAGH GOLD MEDAL SHOW 2018

Res Jnr Champion: Dunau Fiona rdPairs 3 : Salie Team

Champion Foal: AVB Procco’s Dream
thPairs 4 : Salutta Stud Team

Champion Gelding: Lipizza Hocus Pocus Reserve Gelding: Llanelli JFK

Champion Pairs < 5 yrs: Caspian Stud Champion <3: Pajayhu Snow Boy
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NAMIBIA
Prior to my trip to judge the Tulbagh show in South Africa, I had decided to visit 
Namibia – a country of great natural beauty and space. On hearing of my plan, 
Gustav Karlsson, the Secretary, and his wife, Glynis advised that there would be 
much interest in Welsh Ponies and Cobs from this fledgling Society and we all 
agreed to meet with them. So it was kindly organised and hosted by Sabine and 
Hendry Derks at their beautiful Game Farm some 150 km from the capital 
Windhoek to have a gathering of Welsh Pony and Cob Society, Africa, Namibian 
enthusiasts with their ponies, to which we were invited.

The Derks family are totally committed to their ponies and cobs, their senior 
Section D stallion, Bryntirion Nifwl's Peat being of good breed type; they have a 
selection of cob mares and young stock which have proven to be very adaptable 
and versatile including their children's hobby of endurance riding. With their 
continued success, they are promoting the breed and its strengths to fellow 
enthusiasts with steadily increasing interest.

They also have a lovely selection of Welsh Mountain Ponies; two stallions, a 
group of mares, some lovely foals and geldings. Again they are encouraging 
others to appreciate their kind temperaments and suitability as safe riding ponies 

Bryntirion Nifwl's Peat
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for younger children. As a group they were really interested in showing so we had 
a mock class in hand with four of the mares and they were encouraged to look at 
and judge the ponies themselves against the breed type description. Their 
observations quickly grew and much fun and a greater understanding achieved. 
Without exception all the ponies had good feet and were short coupled.

 A further requirement of the visit was to complete registration forms. Some of the 
cobs and ponies are without proper paperwork with only one parent being known. 
So hairs were drawn to enable DNA to be done, identification forms completed 
and a tentative list of possible ponies were approved to join the FS register. Once 
investigations are complete and further information known, it will go a long way 
towards ensuring a comprehensive Welsh Pony and Cob section of the official 
Namibian Stud Book Association to whom the Society is affiliated.

The contributions made by all present created a synergy of enthusiasm, interest, 
knowledge and new friendships – the added bonus that we all enjoy from our 
Ponies and Cobs.

Discussing completing the Registration Identification of an unregistered  pony is Sabine Derks, 
Christo Brisley, Rike Steinmeister (obscured), Irene Gawitz, Glynis Karlsson, 

Elizabeth Russell and Leentjie Brisley
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As caretakers of the breed, we in the UK should actively support and encourage 
these distant enthusiasts as they are taking to heart much of that which we take for 
granted.  They are to be commended.

Elizabeth A Russell 2018

Our Group at the Otjere Game Farm, 150km North West of Windhoek together with 
the staff at the Lodge

Elizabeth with a pair of Cheetah at Otjere
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----------oooooooOooooooo----------

The 'Mock Class in Hand' to encourage the understanding of the Breed Standard

"A true horseman does not look at the horse with his eyes, he looks at his horse 
with his heart."  ~ Author Unknown

"In riding a horse, we borrow freedom."  ~ Helen Thompson

"A stubborn horse walks behind you, an impatient horse walks in front of you, but 
a noble companion walks beside you."  ~ Author Unknown

"A large and liquid eye...the swirl of dust around pounding hooves...these, then, 
are the images that move us."  ~ Author Unknown

The wagon rests in winter, the sleigh in summer, the horse never. ~ Yiddish Proverb

He doth nothing but talk of his horses. ~ William Shakespeare
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DISCUSSION ON TULBAGH SHOW & PONIES
The Quality of Ponies
There were different types of ponies forward - a number had lovely quality whilst 
others less so. If you look through the previous bloodlines back 4 or 5 generations, 
you should find a common theme amongst them to help produce offspring with 
similar desired characteristics. I have a particular liking for those with Coed Coch 
bloodlines which were true Mountain Ponies. To my mind there are Mountain 
Ponies and Section A's. There are ponies being exhibited which are of lighter and 
narrower build. The Welsh Mountain Pony, originated in the mountains of Wales 
doing a job of work; they were sure-footed, shortly coupled with broad chests, 
strong quarters and a high tail set and adequate bone. The front and the head is a 
matter of personal taste and in the modern day we have moved on to longer length 
of rein and prettier heads but that does not necessarily make them good driving 
ponies. They can be shown very well in in-hand classes but not always driving 
classes because you have a different requirement for your driving pony.

Overall Impressions
It has been a privilege for me to be here to judge at the Tulbagh Gold Medal Show. I 
have been in South Africa before judging at The Rand Show and at Bloemfontein 
many years ago and the one thing that has struck me has been the huge 
improvement in the breed these past 20 years. Your ponies are now more compact, 
your presentation has improved and your driving skills are enormous. You should 
be proud of what you are doing. But you must realise that you cannot always win; 
with 66 ponies in one class, there can only be one winner. The format that you have 
of pulling placings by numbers is impossible and even the Steward was lucky if he 
was able to see the numbers. I would prefer after the initial period to call those in 
which caught my eye. I will see a particular turnout and decide that that was my No 
1, and so on. But at the moment, in my view, the current system does not work and 
you may want to try a different way of pulling in the animals.
Your kids are brilliant, so watch out parents. They are kinder in their hands.

Judging
You may not all be happy with my decisions which are based on my experience 
over the last 50 years of breeding driving, performance and in hand ponies that 
have gone to the top. We have had Royal Welsh Champions as well as Horse of the 
Year Show and Olympia. We could not go any higher in the United Kingdom. So 
what I consider to be the important features of an animal and what you consider 
important, may differ.  In my mind's eye my ponies could be Champions and 
Grand-Champions but in fact we have family ponies. These tremendous little 
characters, kind, intelligent, pretty to look at, taking you from A to B without 
complaint, are a wonderful and versatile breed.
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On this President's Badge which I wore at your Annual General Meeting earlier, 
you will see that it depicts a Welsh Mountain Pony, a Section A. You have 
definitely got the best Section and you should be proud of your ponies.

Ponies do not have to be beaten-on; it is not a race. It is to get your animal balanced 
and extending to its optimum. You can have your pony going like fury but not 
necessarily covering the ground.

Covering the Ground
On the whole you do not ask your ponies to walk. The walk is the most important 
pace. It will tell the judge that the animal tracks up correctly whilst covering the 
ground; i.e. the hind foot lands where the front foot takes off.  A good walk should 
be purposeful with a good length of stride. If it can do this at the walk then it will 
have no trouble doing the same at the trot. Your ponies are not used to being asked 
to walk so they often went short i.e. did not bring their hocks right underneath 
them and it is the hocks that drive and propel the pony forward enabling the 
extravagant movement.  In some instances the feet were too long making it 
difficult for the pony to place his foot evenly in a walk.

Ponies do not need shoo-ing along – they will go on their own. Once going, it will 
show itself with its natural movement. It appears that you are trying to emulate the 
Hackney pony. They are NOT Hackneys. You will get better performance if 
bearing reins are removed and you don't saw at their mouths. Let them move freely 
because if they can balance their head, they can then use their natural movement to 
cover the ground. It will also allow them to develop their walk – half your ponies 
can't walk because they are trussed up. You have them too tight in the neck. Some 
bearing reins were slackened as the show went on and I saw better moving ponies 
today than I did yesterday.

If you can be brave enough to break with convention and try to work your ponies 
without these items on them, you will start to allow them to gain their balance and 
move more freely: hence they will cover the ground better and more 
extravagantly.

The ponies have done a tremendous amount of work with numerous handlers and 
they are still going strong. But you are not encouraging your ponies to work 
because you are racing one another and that is what your ponies think you want 
them to do!
We all love the extravagance that the ponies have exhibited here at the show, it is 
wonderful. That is where our passion comes from – there is nothing that makes 
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your heart sing better than to see a pony really moving – it is a total pleasure. 
Maintain your passion, but think about it differently, free them up and you will 
enjoy the improvement. I would really like to come back after a few years to see 
further improvement in your ponies and your tremendous enthusiasm.

Showing
I cannot answer all your questions and cannot put you all first but you must realise 
that you have got different types of ponies. Different judges will have different 
preferences for the different types and therefore the same ponies will not 
necessarily always be first.

It can be understood that competitors can become confused when different judges 
prefer their type of pony. However, my family has been showing at the Royal 
Highland for over 50 years. In that time we have been first, last and everywhere in 
between. A competitor must realise that his pony is not going to win every time 
because judges will have preferences for a particular type of pony and that type 
will be placed first. Comments about judges knowing the competitor may in some 
instances have validity but here I do not know any of you and I can only judge the 
pony which is in front of me which will be to the breed description as per the 
Welsh Pony and Cob Society.
In the case of In-Hand classes, handlers were asked to walk away from me in a 
straight line, then turn clockwise and trot straight back at me so that I can gauge 
the straightness of its movement. Keep the pony between you and the judge 
because I do not want to see you but the pony.
In the driving classes, you were forcing the pony to drive too fast and if you keep 
them in balance and reduce your speed, you will be showing them off more 
naturally because they have it in them; they have always had it in them!

Breeding
Be careful about the stallions you use. The bloodlines are very important. If you 
think about covering your mare, you must study the bloodlines of your mare and 
the stallion you want to use. There should be a common thread in the pedigrees. 
Just because a particular stallion is winning at shows does not mean that he would 
suit your mare. Study the bloodlines first – that is the purpose of having pedigrees, 
so use them as information for breeding purposes.

I wish you all the best for the future.

Elizabeth Russell 2018
Gartconnel Stud
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Section A Supreme & Champion Interbreed Stallion: Gwyddls Showtime

Section B Supreme: National Prince Spartacus

HORSE OF THE YEAR 2018

Harriet Barrett

Harriet Barrett
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Section C Supreme: Fronarth Brynmor (Imp)

Section C Reserve Supreme: Hywi Madonna (Imp)

HORSE OF THE YEAR 2018

Harriet Barrett

Harriet Barrett
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Supreme Section D: Freyja Fflam Goch

Champion Partbred: Highover Eliza Doolittle

HORSE OF THE YEAR 2018

Harriet Barrett

Harriet Barrett
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Champion Partbred Gelding: Waterside Blue Token

Champion Purebred Riding Pony: Waxwing Talisman with Lisa Donaldson

HORSE OF THE YEAR 2018

Harriet Barrett

Harriet Barrett
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Champion Purebred Ridden and Reserve Purebred Gelding: Freyja Victor Bach (IIU) 
with Teegan Speropoulos

Supreme Child's Pony: Llandilo Hawaii with Olivia Morris

HORSE OF THE YEAR 2018

Harriet Barrett

Harriet Barrett
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Champion Partbred Ridden: Waterside Love Story

HORSE OF THE YEAR 2018

Harriet Barrett

There is no secret so close as that between a rider and his horse. ~ Robert 
Smith Surtees

On arriving somewhere in the approximate area of take-off, I let the horse take 
command and jump the fence. I try to be an uninterfering passenger from there 
to the other side, and then I take up command again.
~ David Broome

That hoss wasn't built to tread the earth,
He took natural to the air,
And every time he went aloft,
He tried to leave me there.
~ Anonymous tribute to an Unmanageable horse

----------oooooooOooooooo----------
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BEAUFORT WEST SILVER MEDAL SHOW 2018
BREED JUDGE'S REPORT

Thank you for the invitation to judge at your Silver Medal Show at Beaufort West 
in 2018.

The in-hand youngstock classes were a bit disappointing because of the numbers 
entered. I believe that the cost involved in bringing ponies just for one or two 
classes is one of the biggest reasons for that. The older in-hand classes were much, 
much better; quality and number-wise.

Here are two very important tips you have to practice at home if you want to win in 
the in-hand section:-

1  When you are asked to bring your pony to the circle to be judged, make sure that      
your pony stands on all four legs; the two front legs together and so with the        
hind legs. Lift you rein a bit to lift the pony's head and to show its neck and then 
STAND STILL until the judge is finished. Don't fiddle around all the time with 
your pony. Practice this at home. You have to be able to stand like that for at least 
two or three minutes. Do this also when you are in the line-up; you never know 
when the judge wants to compare your pony with another pony. You have to 
concentrate all the time on YOUR pony – forget about the fans and exhibitors.

2 When you walk away from the judge and have to make a U-turn to turn back, 
ALWAYS TURN TO YOUR RIGHT so that the pony is always between you 
and the judge. It does not look good if you turn to your left and have to drag the 
pony around your body where you will be between the pony and the judge. The 
pony is being judged, not the handler. That is why you enter the arena clock-
wise so that the pony is between you and the judge.

There were some excellent quality ponies in the older classes. The roan mare Hen-
Klo Dancer's Dream and the stallions Adowa Colorado and Du Dre Cheeky Boy 
were ponies that I would love to take home.

The standard of the single harness classes were very high and with lots of entries. 
The under 12 assisted class was huge and very difficult to judge. I believe that it is 
a wonderful experience for the young kids but also that the drivers with the less 
help had to be on top. I see no use placing a child that is barely holding on to the 
reins but the pony is actually driven by the helper. The under 12 class without help 
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was a beautiful class; unfortunately there were exhibitors driving too fast and had 
to be placed down.

The older single harness classes were vey good. A couple of exhibitors tried to 
drive slower in the working trot and ending up driving so slowly that the ponies 
were hardly moving forward. You have to practice at home. The difference 
between working trot and showing your pony is not always speed. A lot of people 
don't understand that. The difference should be in the action too. 'Show your pony' 
means that you must show me what your pony can do; more driving in the hind 
legs and stretching in front. Well done on the walk; that was a huge improvement.

I am a bit worried that some of the young ponies are being pushed too hard and 
then ending up with hard mouths and difficult to control at a later stage. Be patient, 
there are no short cuts in training harness ponies.

The senior double harness had two very, very good pairs and there was very little 
to choose between them. These two pairs would stand their ground in any 
competition.

Please, nothing I have said is meant to be negative. You had a wonderful show. 
Keep on practicing the correct way and keep on improving. Well done.

And lastly, thank you for the wonderful opportunity and all your kindness, it was 
an enjoyable experience.

Jurie Wessels 2018

----------oooooooOooooooo----------

Never give up. For fifty years they said the horse was through. Now look at him – a 

status symbol. ~ Fletcher Knebel

 …. But why discourse
Upon the Virtues of a Horse?
They are too numerous to tell
Save when you have a Horse to Sell.
~ Josh Billings
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Supreme Champion In-Hand: Adowa Colorado

Reserve Supreme Champion In-Hand: Du Dre Cheeky Boy

BEAUFORT WEST SILVER MEDAL SHOW 2018
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Senior Champion Mare: Hen-Klo Dancer's Dream

Reserve Champion Senior Mare: Adowa Roleen

BEAUFORT WEST SILVER MEDAL SHOW 2018
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Junior Champion Colt: Caspian Morning Star

Junior Champion Filly: Du Dre Bubblegum

BEAUFORT WEST SILVER MEDAL SHOW 2018
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Champion Foal: Van Boom Aleem 

Champion Junior Harness: Milano Heart on Fire of Snowball Stud driven by Ebrahiem Moses 

BEAUFORT WEST SILVER MEDAL SHOW 2018
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Supreme Champion Single Harness: Lanika Mighty Spirit of Vanity Stud and driven by Mustapha

Reserve Supreme Single Harness: Hansu Dunrobin of Ambro Stud driven by Iftigaar Amardien

BEAUFORT WEST SILVER MEDAL SHOW 2018
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Champion Tandem: Bioci Stud Pair driven by Wessel Swart

Reserve Champion Tandem: Ambro Stud Pair driven by Iftigaar Amardien

BEAUFORT WEST SILVER MEDAL SHOW 2018
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Champion Pairs: Bioci Pair driven by Willem Tiemie

Reserve Champion Pairs: Ambro Stud Pair driven by Ederies Amardien

BEAUFORT WEST SILVER MEDAL SHOW 2018
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Driver under 12 Assisted 1st: Sedick Amardien Jnr with Ambro Stud's Hansu Valour

Driver under 12 Assisted 2nd: Zhara with Anwar van Boom's Adowa Colorado

BEAUFORT WEST SILVER MEDAL SHOW 2018
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Under 12 1st: Zaheer Brenner with Ambro Stud's Hansu Valour

Under 12 2nd: Raeez with Ambro Stud's Hansu Dunrobin

BEAUFORT WEST SILVER MEDAL SHOW 2018
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Under 18 1st: Tohier with Bioci Stud's Bioci Bright Sun

Under 18 2nd: Waleed Brenner with Farouk Brenner's Sunset Wing Commander

BEAUFORT WEST SILVER MEDAL SHOW 2018
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Ladies Fine Harness 1st: Nerzema Wolhuter 
with Daibu Showtime Parader

Ladies Fine Harness 2nd: Ranee Amardien 
with Hansu Valour

Ladies Fine Haress 3rd: Aneesa Moses with 
Milano Heart on Fire

Ladies Fine Harness 4th: Tazneem with 
Adowa Colorado

Ladies Fine Harness 5th: Jana with Sunset Clear 
Root Fire

<12 3rd: Ebrahiem Amardien Jnr with 
Llandilo High Society

<12 4th: Gamza Barron with Hen-Klo Peaches <12 5th: Aatiqott with Uyzel Top-Spot

BEAUFORT WEST SILVER MEDAL SHOW 2018
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<12: Zayaan Jacobs with Destiny JJ <12: Bilqees with Uyzel Tramput

<12: Nuhaa Amardien to Llandilo Voltage <12: Yusrah Maasdorp with Du Dre Cheeky Boy

<12: Tasyaan Brenner with Brenner Showtime <12: Gadija Brenner with Bioci She's A Lady

<12: Amaan with Sunset Clear Root Fire <12: Aleem with Adowa Roleen

BEAUFORT WEST SILVER MEDAL SHOW 2018
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<12: Fayaad with Roux Prins John <12: Mothatier with Caspian Hot Shot Romeo

<12: Gasiena Barron with Caspian Master Prime <12: Adam Baily with Big Shot Mark of Charm

<12: Safaa with Bioci Mona <12 3rd:Zada with Uyzel Smart 2

<12 4th: Amina Barron with Daibu 
Showtime Parader

<12 5th: Abduragmaan with Caspian 
Master Prime

BEAUFORT WEST SILVER MEDAL SHOW 2018
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<12: Adam Brenner with Brenner Showtime <12: Mogamat with Llandilo High Society

<12: Rayaan with Destiny JJ <12: Gaironesa with Salvador Vincent

<12: Laeeq with Sunset Clear Root Fire Single 3rd: Blom Peanut with Zumayr

Single 4th: Lanika Spirit with Aziz Jacobs Single 5th Abdul with Hen-Klo Dancer's Dream

BEAUFORT WEST SILVER MEDAL SHOW 2018
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JUDGING WELSH PONIES

Judging... Welsh ponies.  ..... I did my judging training in South Africa under three 
different visiting judges, but wanted to get more experience at Welsh shows in the 
Welsh pony homeland. Started actually in Sussex at the Welsh classes at the South 
of England show, under a well known old breeder, and long time council member. 
The in-hand classes were huge. Rings full of ponies. I particularly liked a nice bay 
mare and her foal.

“What do you think of her as a Welsh pony?”  he asked me... “I do like her a lot,” I 
said. “But look again” I was told.... “Where is the WELSH TYPE?” That was a 
lesson for me to learn, again, which I have never forgotten.... She was a well made, 
lovely pony, but she lacked WELSH TYPE. We breed, and show WELSH 
PONIES, and should make every effort to remember that, or we have no right to 
call them WELSH PONIES!

Pat Moore 2018
Formerly Hydown Stud, now in the Turks and Caicos Islands

----------oooooooOooooooo----------

“And indeed, a horse who bears himself proudly is a thing of such beauty and 
astonishment that he attracts the eyes of all beholders. No one will tire of 
looking at him as long as he will display himself in his splendour."
~ Xenophon

"The history of mankind is carried on the back of a horse." ~ Author Unknown

"You took me to adventure and to love. We two have shared great joy and great 

sorrow.  

And now I stand at the gate of the paddock watching you run in an ecstasy of 

freedom, knowing you will return to stand quietly, loyally, beside me."

~ Pam Brown
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Coed Coch Seryddwr, Champion Stallion  Sec A and Supreme Champion

Gredington Ifan, Reserve Champion Stallion Sec A

DE AAR 1958
(See the 2007 Journal p33 for a full report by the judge Cecily Norden) 
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Badgemore Dunsprite Champion Mare Sec A and Overall Supreme Mare

Gredington Hogennig Reserve Champion Mare Sec A

DE AAR 1958
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Valiant, Champion Stallion Sec B and Overall Reserve Supreme Champion

Badgemore Boxer, Reserve Champion Stallion Sec B

DE AAR 1958
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Badgemore Firelight, Champion Single Harness Stallion

Gredington Ifan, Reserve Champion Single Harness Stallion

DE AAR 1958
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Gredington Ifan, Champion Ridden Pony

Badgemore Firelight, 3rd in Stallion Championship Sec A

DE AAR 1958
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Revel Society, Senior Champion Stallion, Sec A

Badgemore Fairy Light, Senior Champion Mare, Sec A
All photographs of the 1968 show by Farmer's Weekly

BLOEMFONTEIN 1968
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Valiant, Senior Champion Stallion, Sec B

Foresyte Valiant Gwyneth, Senior Champion Mare, Sec B

BLOEMFONTEIN 1968
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Torbry Comet, Junior Champion Colt, Sec A

Badgemore Golden Honey Bee, Junior Champion Filly, Sec A

BLOEMFONTEIN 1968
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Foresyte Valiant Cymru, Junior Champion Colt, Sec B

Jamani Blue Kerrid, Champion pony under saddle
See the full report in the 2013 Journal, p32

BLOEMFONTEIN 1968
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ROYAL WELSH 2018

Four days of hot weather was the order of the day for the in-hand classes for the 
Welsh breeds. Most classes were well-filled and competition was fierce.

On Sunday afternoon I attended the International Committee meeting in the 
International Pavilion. Most of the discussion revolved around the 20th  
International Show which is scheduled to be held in Sydney, Australia, on 23rd 
and 24th November, 2019. Organisation was well advanced and it appears that this 
will be a well-attended show. The French Society is organising a 'European Welsh 
Show' to be held in Deauville in France on 10th and 11th August, 2019, and called 
on sister societies in Europe to support them. The German Society applied for 
holding the 21st International Welsh Show scheduled to be held at Aachen in 
Germany on 14th and 15th August, 2021. The International Committee approved 
this application for submission to Council of the Society for final confirmation. 
Germany last held the International Show in 2003, also in Aachen, and at this show 
there were 450 Welsh Ponies and Cobs coming from 10 nations.

We also inspected the final renovations of the Welsh Pony and Cob Society 
Pavilion at the Royal Welsh showgrounds. It is a much needed upgrade of these 
facilities for the use of members when visiting the show grounds for the Royal 
Welsh and other functions held there during the year.

Then onto the usual church service held in the Meirion Shearing Centre on the 
Sunday evening, this year presented by the Feature County Montgomeryshire. It is 
unfortunate that despite all the visitors from overseas and those from England, 
virtually the whole service was conducted in Welsh which does not make visitors 
feel very welcome.

On Monday, the riding classes for Cobs and Section C's take over the Main Arena 
while from Tuesday the in-hand classes are held culminating in the 
Championships on the Thursday.

Welsh Mountain Ponies were judged by Mrs Betty French of the Forlan Stud in 
Wiltshire, England, who had as her Champion and the winner of the Captain T A 
Howson Perpetual Memorial Trophy, the Bay 12 y-o Junior Barren Mare 
Penboeth Bamboo by Llwynan Tip Top out of Brynllewelyn Blodwen. Reserve 
was the Bay 14 y-o Senior Stallion Frongoch Bachgen Bach by Frongoch Cardi 
out of Frongoch Megan.
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Welsh Ponies were judged by Miss Kerrie Wainwright of the Skellorn Stud at 
Macclesfield in Cheshire who had as her Champion and winner of the Coed Coch 
Perpetual Trophy, the Dutch Bred 7 y-o Chestnut Stallion, Stougjeshoeve Escudo 
by Breeton Dai out of Stougjeshoeve Esmeralda. The reserve Section B was the 
Cream 2 y-o Filly, Waxwing Glamour by Eyarth Beau Geste out of Cwyrtycadno 
Glain.

 were judged by Mrs V Robinson of the Tyreos Stud at 
Usk in Monmouth, who had the following Champions competing for the 
Chetwynd Perpetual Trophy
the Male Champion, the Bay 6 y-o Stallion, Cwmhir The Bandit by Donys Llawen 
out of Cwmhir My Dream
the Male Reserve Champion, the Black 6 y-o Stallion, Starlans Evol by Laurton 
Glyndwr out of  Donys Lucy Locket
the Female Champion, the Chestnut 3 y-o Filly, Tyrllawn Princess Teegan by 
Donys General Jack out of  Tyrllawn Chardonnay
the Female Reserve Champion, the Bay 12 y-o Barren Mare, Donys Lili-Lon by 
Parc Hebog out of Synod Rosie O'Niel

The winner of the Chetwynd Perpetual Trophy was Tyrllawn Princess Teegan with 
Cwmhir The Bandit, reserve.
 
Welsh Cobs were judged by Mr Owen Jones of the Nebo Stud at Llanon in 
Ceredigion, who had the following Champions contesting the George, Prince of 
Wales Cup – 
the Male Champion, the Chestnut 2 y-o Colt, Cascob Delwyn by Gwenllan Deio 
out of Cascob Penblwydd Happus
the Reserve Male Champion, the Bay 10 y-o Senior Stallion, Llanarth Fiery Jack 
by Menai Sparkling Magic out of Llanarth Pam Evans
the Female Champion, the Chestnut/roan 16 y-o Senior Brood Mare, Danaway 
Cracklin Rose by Danaway Tango out of Danaway Janella
the Reserve Female Champion, the Chestnut 14 y-o Senior Brood Mare, Glansiedi 
Arwen Even Star by Caenest Tywysog out of Glansiedi Misty

The winner of the George, Prince of Wales Perpetual Cup for 2018 was Danaway 
Cracklin Rose with Cascob Delwyn as Reserve and winner of the Fronarth Stud 
Annual Award. This is the second time that Cracklin Rose has won the George, 
Prince of Wales Cup, having lifted it in 2012. However, this is the first time in 28 
years that a Cob has won the cup for the second time. (see the 2012 Journal p135)

Welsh Ponies of Cob Type
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The Tom and Sprightly Perpetual Cup was contested by the four champions of the 
sections in the Welsh Studbook and was won by the Section B Chestnut 7 y-o 
Stallion, Stougjeshoeve Escudo with the Section D, Chestnut/roan 16 y-o Senior 
Brood Mare, Danaway Cracklin Rose, in Reserve

The Welsh Driving championship judge by Mrs Nicola Jones of the Fronarth Stud 
at Frongoy, Llanon, Ceredigion, was contested in the Horse Ring by the four 
Champions from the sections A and C and the section D Stallions and Mares 
classes, viz.,
Section A owned by Clair Granger and George Mitchell, Senny Kendall, a 
Strawberry Roan 9 y-o by Plasderw Hallmark out of Senny Kate
Section C also owned by Clair Granger and George Mitchell, Cargarsar Silver 
Shadow a Palomino 10 y-o by Springfield Park Dotcom out of Tonlyn Rose 
Shadow
Section D Stallion owned by Alison Butt, Thorneyside Touch Of Class a Chestnut 
9 y-o by Thorneyside The Boss out of Thorneyside Magic Moment
Section D Mare owned by Mr E Emanuel, Ddraiggoch Ruby Sundae a Chestnut 8 
y-o by Thorneyside The Real McCoy out of Ddraiggoch Jeana Jee
In the fiercely contested final in the Main Arena, Senny Kendall won the 
Championship with Ddraiggoch Ruby Sundae as Reserve

International visitors are invited to make the International Pavilion their base and 
meeting place and this facility is well used and appreciated by all visitors to put up 
their feet and have some light refreshments. But apart from the interesting 
machinery stands there are hundreds of stalls just off the Main Arena; and close-by 
activities such as wood chopping, pole climbing, sheepdog trials, stick-making, 
farrier skills, sheep shearing, etc, etc. attract the crowds.

This year in the Main Arena entertainment was highlighted by the new display of 
The King's Troop, RHA, Musical Drive. This incorporates 68 horses, including 
four officer's chargers starting at a minimum of 17.1 hands and six 13 pounder 
quick-firing field guns. The manoeuvres included the scissors, run-throughs and 
meet-ups for all the soldiers on parade. After this the gun teams have their time in 
the spotlight to show off their skills and ability in the 'small drive', including 
circles, chain loops and a much faster and closer scissors. The whole display is 
finished off with firing of the guns with the finale being the gallop out at full speed. 
Because the weather was so accommodating, the RAF Falcons Parachute Display 
Team was performed every day. 2018 is the centenary year of the Royal Air Force 
and will be offering displays throughout Britain. It was interesting to see the old 
Hercules planes still being used. The Band of the Royal Air Force Regiment 
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provided some stirring music in which supplemented the usual band music 
provided by the Regimental Band and Corps of Drums of the Royal Welsh 
Regiment. In addition, we had the usual entertainment of Meirion Owen and his 
Quack Pack, Black Mountains Falconry, Tristar Carriage Drive with the Royal 
Welsh Lady Ambassador, the Parade of Hounds, Inter-hunt relay team 
competition, Pony Club Mounted games, Harness trotting and many, many more. 
There is something to interest everyone. The Royal Welsh show is so diverse that 
everyone will find some activity to watch. Apart from the sheepdog trials held on 
the hill which can be seen from the grand stand, all activities take place within the 
confines of the showgrounds.

All in all there were 7 923 animals entered in the show which is 37 more than 
2017's 7 886. The 22 breeds of cattle accounted for 1 525 (2017, 1 498), the 45 
breeds of sheep 3 027 (3 009), the 2 types of goats 76 (142) and the 10 breeds of 
pigs 154 (149). There were 3 141 (3 088) horses entered of which the Welsh breeds 
accounted for 1 933 (2 003) with the Section A's accounting for a drop of more 
than 19% reducing from 548 to 444 Welsh Mountain Ponies. Welsh Ponies were 
up by 34 to 274, Welsh Ponies of Cob Type down 9 to 352 and Cobs down by 42 to 
441. The balance was made up of geldings, Part-breds and Cobs and Cob Types 
under saddle. A truly remarkable display of livestock.

Once again, I have to thank Arthur Thomson for providing his superb photographs 
for use in this report. Arthur has provided the Royal Welsh photographs since the 
first edition of this Journal in 2005 and I am truly indebted to him. Without his 
photographs, this Journal would not have been what it is. Arthur and his wife Gail 
breed Section B Welsh Ponies in USA and their Stud's website is 
www.gayfieldswelshponies.com

The next Royal Welsh Show will be held from Monday to Thursday, 22nd to 25th 
July, 2019. Anyone who intends attending should make timeous arrangements for 
accommodation as this is the most difficult thing to find close to Builth Wells for 
obvious reasons. Other Welsh Pony and Cob Shows held at the Royal Welsh 
Showgrounds are the Royal Welsh Winter Fair from 26th to 27th November, 2018, 
and the Royal Welsh Spring Festival held from 18th to 19th May, 2019

GK 2018

--------------------ooooooOoooooo------------------

A horse gallops with his lungs, perseveres with his heart and wins with his 
character ~ Tesio
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Section A Champion: Penboeth Bamboo

Section A Reserve Champion: Frongoch Bachgen Bach

ROYAL WELSH 2018

Arthur D. Thomson

Arthur D. Thomson
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Section B Champion: Stougjeshoeve Escudo

Section C Champion: Tyrllawn Princess Teegan

ROYAL WELSH 2018

Arthur D. Thomson

Arthur D. Thomson
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Section C Reserve Champion: Cwmhir The Bandit

Section D Champion: Danaway Cracklin Rose

ROYAL WELSH 2018

Arthur D. Thomson
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Section D Reserve Champion: Cascob Delwyn

Tom & Sprightly Perpetual Cup Winner: Stougjeshoeve Escudo

ROYAL WELSH 2018

Arthur D. Thomson
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Section A Driving Champion and Overall Driving Champion: Senny Kendall

Section C Driving Champion: Cargarsar Silver Shadow

ROYAL WELSH 2018
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Section D Stallion Driving Champion: Thorneyside Touch Of Class

Section D Mare/Gelding Driving Champion and Overall Reserve Champion: Ddraiggoch Ruby Sundae

ROYAL WELSH 2018
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WELSH EXPERIENCE
rd

Monday the 23  of July on a very warm summer morning was the first day. We left 
the Wernhir farm, our home for the next few days. We stayed in a beautiful 
converted barn and our lovely hosts were Malcolm and Natalia Fairclough.
 
First on the agenda was a walk to the stands where we viewed the yearling classes 
of all four sections of the Welsh ponies. It was extremely interesting to start from 
the yearlings and work our way up to the senior stallions and to see how the 
different Welsh ponies change as they mature. From the cute Section A's, the 
exquisite Section B's, the beautiful C's and the spectacular D's.
 
Glynis had warned me about all the sights and the amount of walking we would 
have to do to visit the exhibition halls and stands.
 
There we found fully-fitted shepherd huts, a range of quaint mobile homes, 
exquisite alpaca knitwear and of course, the saddlery.  Each saddlery stall had 
some of the most beautiful saddlery that I think can be made. I bought a pair of 
traditional yellow breeches, plenty of knitwear and a few trinkets here and there. 

Next was the voluminous flower hall where we questioned sometimes if the 
flowers were indeed real, so picture perfect were the flower arrangements. We 
moved on to the sheep hall where we saw breeds of sheep so unique, one breed 
resembled that of a bunny rabbit and another had the dreads of a Rastafarian. Each 
sheep was perfectly groomed by their handlers and looked like they had just 
walked out of a fancy 'pooch parlour'. 

The cattle hall, as expected, was enormous. Again, as was the case with the sheep, 
we saw breeds of all kinds and my favourite were the long-haired Highlands cows 
with their luscious and wispy long coats.  

Highlights of the Royal Welsh Show

The biggest highlight of the show for me were the Section B ponies. I enjoyed their 
colours with everything from duns, palominos and a kaleidoscope of roans on 
show. It was incredibly interesting to see the modern B pony now smaller, lighter 
in bone with an Arab head. I loved to witness how they have changed over the 
decades from the time I got my first 'Welshie', …
The Section A ponies I found uniform in size and had the most beautiful heads. 
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They were very well-behaved. They were far lighter in bone than what I remember 
in my youth show days. 

A first for me was the showing of the Section D's. Having spent time with my 
father and his Hackney horses and their “showing off” action, I enjoyed the roar of 
the crowd as the handlers expertly showed their cobs off to the enjoyment of the 
crowd. 

Although good on the eye, the Welsh pony is certainly a man-made breed and bred 
increasingly due to public demand. They look like they need to be blanketed and 
stabled and certainly not left out on the Welsh moors. 

Coming from South Africa, I had never experienced the magnitude of large classes 
for Cobs as I did at the Royal Welsh Show. Cobs were divided into two categories, 
C and D. The Section C cobs were sheer quality and were more like our hunter 
ponies in South Africa. 

Fashion at the Royal Welsh Show

I must say that I really enjoyed the judges' sense of style. Kerrie Wainwright 
looked as though she was about to walk into the parade ring at the Royal Ascot and 
had a beautifully paired outfit with matching architectural hat every day of the 
show.

Carol Woodruff, 2018

-----------oooooooooOooooooooo-----------

When God created the horse, he said to the magnificent creature: I have made thee 
as no other. All the treasures of the earth shall lie between thy eyes. Thou shalt cast 
thy enemies between thy hooves, but thou shalt carry my friends upon thy back. 
Thy saddle shall be the seat of prayers to me. . ~ The Koran

Horse, thou art truly a creature without equal, for thou fliest without wings and 
conquerest without sword. ~ The Koran

Show me your horse and I will tell you what you are
~ Old English saying
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BRYNTIRION STUD

I've found that my membership had lapsed and that my stud prefix, Bryntirion, 
wasn't listed.  
 
William, my husband, has been a close family friend of some of the Welshies for a 
long time, specifically, Ida Illingworth, Noel White, Rose Kynnersley-Browne, 
but growing up in the Lowveld, he had interests other than Welsh ponies.  But 
when we had children, in 1981 Ida gave us Belvoir Gazania for our Robert to ride. 
He had a tremendous amount of fun with her.

She then gave us Foresyte Cambrian Nelson and put him to a non-Welsh mare to 
produce the Part-bred Foresyte Nelson's General Gordon. We then planned to 
move down to Knysna in the Cape and the ponies went back to Trish Vale in 
Nottingham Road.  From there they were moved on, I think, but we had such fun 
with them. Whilst we were in Natal, we registered our stud name, Bryntirion, 
suggested for us by a very dear, very Welsh lady called Anne White, who lived in 

A woolly mare, Belvoir Gazania, with Robert, now 40 and Kate, now 38. This imported 1966 
cream mare bred by Anne, Duchess of Rutland, was by Brockwell Berwyn out of 

Belvoir Zenobia
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our district.  She also named Gazania's foal Gazania's Brenin, because she felt he 
was born to be king! I saw General Gordon as a Gelding years later in 
Bloemfontein and he was as special as ever!

We ended up in Stutterheim in the Eastern Cape and once again met the Welshies 
there, having seen them showing at the East London show in 1988.  They were: 
Sandy Swartz, PJ and Jean Budler, Jack and Trudy Gilfillan, Rob and Gill Ainslie, 
the Bothas came from the Cape, Sally Dewing, Myburgh Streicher, Neville 
Comley (partially sighted rider who rode a brilliant saddler mare – too clever!), 
Ronnie Smith, Jackie Fischl and Muis and Lorraine Muller.  I'm sure there are 
more, but I can't remember them all. I started collecting pedigrees and photos of 
Welsh ponies and I'm afraid I've been obsessed with this collection ever since.  I 
was given so much information from Judy Stuart and sadly had just missed Margie 
Torr, who must have known so much about the early memberships here in South 
Africa.

Foresyte Cambrian Nelson f1981 by Foresyte Valiant Cymro out of 
Foresyte Sweet Nell o' th' Mountains
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We started with a lovely mare, Rhinestone Sally Sunshine, who had a foal at foot, 
Rhinestone First Lady and then later bought Bwenzi Robyn and her foal 
Braidwynn Revelry. We put Sally Sunshine to Bukkenburg Vintage to produce 
Bryntirion Vin's Gwyneth. The ponies came and went and we ended up back in 
Natal, having gone full circle. The children grew and our daughters enjoyed riding 
and showing, and we bought Bukkenburg Pride II from Judy for our daughter 
Kate. We also bought Brackenwood About Time from Underberg for our other 
daughter, Hilary. The ponies have moved on now but Robyn, Time and Pride were 
used in the Riding for the Disabled program, which we ran on our farm, 
Ravenswood, near Cedara. Pride gave us Bryntirion Russell's Pia from Kallista 
Russell while put to Bukkenburg Nifwl we got Bryntirion Nifwl's Punch and 
Bryntirion Nifwl's Peat.  Peat was very special and I would love to find out where 
he ended up. (ed. See p31)
 
We have now moved into Pietermaritzburg and the remainder of the ponies are 
with our eldest daughter, Kate, who has just acquired a mare called Toretto Golden 
Glow. Hopefully she will be able to show her once her baby is a bit older. She will 

Rhinestone Sally Sunshine f1986 by Bevlon Bachelor Boy out of Bukkenburg Black Style
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continue the Bryntirion Stud, since she is the one who has always been keen on 
breeding. But there is her sister who will help her, I'm sure. Kate now has a lovely 
little mare called National General Storm, a small Section B.

I still collect pedigrees and photos daily from all round the world but mainly UK 
and USA, which drives my family mad but I love it – keeps me busy!  And yes, I 
have millions of photos. Attaching a few favourites.

Mary Pitchford, 2013 (but updated)
Bryntirion Stud

-----------oooooooooOooooooooo-----------

Once the horse bites you, you never get over it    ~ Paul Cleveland

Toretto Golden Glow f2006 by Medway Victor out of Bukkenburg Goldie who 
tragically died of African Horse Sickness recently
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Bukkenburg Nifwl, our Stud Stallion f1995 by Bukkenburg Taran out of Bukkenburg Nell

Bukkenburg Pride 2, our Stud Mare f1986 by Penllwynuchel Taran out of Pennal Lady May seen 
here with daughter Kate at Bloemfontein in 2000

Equerry
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Bryntirion Nifwl's Peat as a foal f2004 by Bukkenburg Nifwl out of Bukkenburg Pride 2

Bryntirion Nifwl's Punch f2002, Peat's full brother
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Bryntirion Russell's Pia f2000 by Kallista Russell out of Bukkenburg Pride 2

Bryntirion Boy's Rhys f1998 by Bevlon Bachelor Boy out of Bwenzi Robyn
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Bevlon Bachelor Boy f1980 by Cheeky Pep out of Uyzel Silvia

Bwenzi Robyn f1981 by Torbry Sattelite out of Spasido Odessa
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Braidwyn Revelry f1991 by Bundemar Hogigi out of Bwenzi Robyn

Brackenwood About Time f1991 by Brackenwood Bumble Bee out of Cyndon Ragtime

Equerry
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THE ART OF SHOWING COBS

First get someone else to hold your potential show horse and take a long hard 

critical look at it. Note well its faults, and don't say it hasn't got any. Every animal 

has something, however small, that could be improved on. Now look again, this 

time at its good points.

The art of showing is to accentuate the good and minimize the bad, and above all, 

keep the picture in balance. An over long mane and tail overloads the balance front 

or back as the case may be. A long elegantly arched neck appears thick and chunky 

if the mane flows to the animal's knees. Too long, and thick a tail, and quarters, that 

may really be quite adequate appear light and insignificant. Too much feather and 

clean, forceful action becomes blurred and fuzzy.

Never clutter the horse with too much tack, it distracts the eye from the horse 

underneath, and if wrongly fitted or too garish can completely spoil the picture. If 

the nose band is too low the horse looks long in the head. If your animal has a 

tendency to be long in the back, a narrow surcingle will accentuate the fault. To tie 

in his head too tight or too low with side reins and bearing reins will bring his 

balance too much on to the forehand, and the faster you try to trot him, to get 

action, the more his hind legs will tend to trail out behind him losing all elevation 

and reach as he cannot move his shoulders freely.

Now having got him turned out and tacked up properly and to his best advantage, 

ask him to walk on. And I mean walk! Keep his head and neck in a straight line 

with his body, otherwise if he moves with his head and neck turned across you very 

soon he will start to swing his off foreleg in an arc too.

When turning to come back, always turn the horse away from you. It's the horse 

the judge wants to see, not you, and anyway once a horse gets into the habit of 

running around you in circles it's very difficult to get it out of it. When the judge 

asks you to walk down and back again he wants to check that the horse moves 

straight and true with an even stride and that he puts his feet down correctly. Its no 

good if the leader walks out well and the horse jogs along all on the twist. And now 

for the moment of truth . . .  does he trot with all the flair, fire and dash of his 

forefathers? Does he snap his legs up and shoot them powerfully forward using his 

shoulders to the full extension, his hocks driving him powerfully on and up 'til he 
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looks as though he is travelling eighteen inches above the ground instead of on it. 

Some will get this elevation without having to travel fast, others need to cover the 

ground faster in order to show off to the full extent.

Now that is the point that I have been trying to make: to “show off” your animal to 

the full extent. If you turn him out wrongly, tack him up wrongly, and run him out 

wrongly, you are not being fair to your animal. Hold his head up high (and yours), 

look out over the crowd as if you both are their rulers, and move forward with 

power and courage to conquer all.

A brood mare will not normally move with the same exaggeration of action as a 

stallion, but nevertheless she must also use herself all round with equal power and 

purpose. The lift and reach of the forelegs must be matched by the lift and drive of 

the hind, and as she goes from you, you should be left with the impression that she 

would go about her business with speed, strength and efficiency.

Be the going rough or smooth, hock deep or rock hard, up hill or down dale, a 

Welsh Cob should get you there in good time and comfortably, adapting their 

action to the terrain. But . . . in the Show Ring they should SHOW OFF!!!

A word of warning
A well grown, beautifully fat, forward yearling that has been heavily shod, stabled 

and stuffed full of food for showing, may win lots of prizes that year, but beware . . 

. By the time it is out of youngstock classes, and often before, the continual weight 

on its feet, often combined with exaggerated length of hoof (to accentuate its 

action), and excessive weight of its body, causes its young soft bones to bend, 

joints to become thickened, and tendons to suffer from minor sprains and strains. 

This results in permanent damage such as sore shins – with the ensuing thickening 

of tissue down the front of the cannon bone, the boney enlargements from self-

inflicted damage with shoes, thoropins from strained hocks – usually where there 

is already a faulty conformation of the hind legs, and permanently enlarged and 

rounded joints from general wear, tear and concussion, through too much weight 

both above and below them.

CHARMIAN RICHARDS 1978

First published in the 1978 Journal of the Mother Society
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WEYDEN MAGIC MAC
A VERSATILE SOUTH AFRICAN PONY

Weyden Magic Mac, a strongly built strawberry roan Part-bred gelding bred by 
Mrs Wendy Armitage, stands 14.2½hh (a pony height in S Africa is laid down as 
14.3hh) and is by Jamani Blue Magic, a Welsh/Arab out of a TB mare. Magic is a 
grandson of Coed Coch Seryddwr through his sire Badgemore Boxer (see 2006 
Journal p31 and 2007 Journal p73)

Mac, who has been owned by Gail Foxcroft since she was 8 and he was 3, must be 
one of the most versatile ponies in the world. He was Champion Child's Pony and 
Champion Working Hunter at the Rand Show in 1974 and at the end of his career 
in Children's Classes he was classified as a C.A. Show Jumper, C.E. (Elementary) 
in Dressage and as an open cross-country pony. He was also an ace gymkhana 
pony and put both quarter horses and pony ponies to shame with his barrel racing 
expertise.

The amazing thing about Mac is that he has been just as successful in Junior 
classes, where most of the 14 – 18 age group tend to ride big Thoroughbreds. Gail 
and her Mac have been placed in every Whitbread's Horse Trial (Junior Section), 
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have represented Transvaal in Inter-Provincial Junior Horse Trials, have twice 
been 3rd in S.A. Junior Show Jumping Championships, won the Junior Sections of 
the Coromandel Horse Trials and the Orange Free State Three Phase 
Championships.

They have been winners of the Horse and Ridden Combination for the last two 
years and stand a very good chance of completing the hat-trick by winning again 
this year. During his career in “Junior”, Mac was also Champion Junior Riding 
Horse at the Rand Show in 1975 and 1976.

Gail goes into Adult classes in April, 1978, and says she will probably give him to a 
child – she could never sell him. Mac is treated like a favourite pet and is 
thoroughly loved and spoilt by everyone – but it would seem that as a sound 11-
year-old now, Mac is quite capable of taking another 8-year-old through the grades 
and stages to adulthood.

First published in the 1978 Journal of the Mother Society

Mac, closest to the camera
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BLOEMFONTEIN 1978

This year's show at Bloemfontein was a bigger one with a great variety of livestock 
to view; the little Welsh ponies coming up to scratch with a higher number of 
exhibits than ever before, of excellent quality too. Eighteen really lovely 
Mountain Pony fillies lined up for the two to three year old class, with the same 
number of Mares in the next age group. Both classes were won by ponies from the 
Bukkenburg Stud. Mr Streicher also topped the exceedingly well filled Section A 
Stallion class with Coed Coch Nerog, with Dr Hofmeyr's beautiful Revel Vada in 
second place. Nerog later became Supreme Section A champion.

Another stallion became Supreme in Section B, the roan Firby Cronos, imported 
in 1974 by the Human family, also from the Cape. Firby Cronos was a really fine 
example of the versatile old Section B shepherd's pony, going in harness for Mrs 
Human, under saddle for the boss and young son, and proudly displaying his 
mares and prize-winning progeny. He deserved his trophy for the most points on 
Show and I believe he really does help with the sheep at home too. He is by Chirk 
Crogan out of Sinton Pearl.

The harness classes were up to their usual high standard. A magnificent pavilion 
for the exhibitors was a welcome surprise. Built to the height of elegance in the 
lovely style of the old Cape Dutch architecture, it proved a most civilised corner to 
relax between events – for those having time to relax of course! One of the greatest 
joys of showing ponies in South Africa is the social aspect that attends the 
gathering of the species. Once you've got your ponies safely installed in 
permanent stables, you can enjoy the social aspect of welcome cheese and wine 
parties, cocktails and sherry parties and even a formal dinner or two at some 
shows. Competitors themselves have sideshows with roasting sheep and in 
general the atmosphere of hospitality is a real compensation for long hauls to get 
there. Even when the weather is bad, the spirits are not daunted, and a pretty scene 
like a Venice carnival took place in the flooded grounds at one show I could 
mention. However, the Welsh classes were blessed with the finest Free State 
weather. As we pulled away from the showgrounds, the clouds gathered, and the 
following performance, the three-day Arabian National Championships, made a 
fair bid to become AQUASHOW of the Year!

Bloemfontein, which is more or less central for South Africa, makes it an equally 
long journey for everyone. There are compensations, however, in that it enables 
exhibitors to purchase stock from Studs that they might otherwise never be able to 
visit, or send mares away to other stallion via visiting owners' lorries, generating 
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valuable new blood into the isolated studs. When you face a trip of up to two 
thousand miles to take a mare to Stud, you think twice, so it's nice to be able to buy 
a colt half-way, or send a mare off with the stud's lorry even if you do have to say 
goodbye to her for six months or more.

Results:-
IN-HAND SECTION A Foal <12m 1 Spasido Spring Born 2 Bukkenburg Max 3 Bukkenburg Joan 4 Manilla 
Paper Talita 5 Benhur Cindy Colt >1<2 1 Kallista Ariston 2 Torbry Bamber 3 Welgemeend Vada's Chip Filly 
>1<2 1 Bukkenburg Model 2 Bukkenburg Beryl 3 Manilla Paper Tilly 4 Bukkenburg Heather 5 Welgemeend 
Vada's Louise Filly >2<4 1 Bukkenburg Helen 2 Bukkenburg Bubble 3 Uyzel Bannie 4 Uyzel Selma 5 
Badgemore Pentas Colt >2<4 1 Spasido Si-Si Signor 2 Spasido Tempest 3 Uyzel Brigadoon 4 Uyzel Pryd 5 
Badgemore Moon Dazzler Mare 5+ & Snr Mare Ch Revel Velveteen Res Monnow Joan 3 Twyford Sundew 4 
Torbry Amber Light 5 Criban Sara SA Mare 5+ 1 Torbry Amber Light 2 Badgemore Fairy Light Stallion 5+ & 
Snr Stallion Ch Coed Coch Nerog Res Revel Vada 3 Hinton Heather Bee 4 Torbry Satellite 5 Torbry Suntor SA 
Stallion 5+ 1  Torbry Satellite 2 Torbry Suntor Supreme Ch Coed Coch Nerog SECTION B Foal <12m 1 
Hydown Lady Bountiful 2 Moddervlei Honey Suckle 3 Hydown Brigadoon 4 Moddervlei Golden Dollar Colt 
>1<4 1 Moddervlei Riempie 2 Steger Fire Cracker 3 Frosty Friday Mare 5+ 1 Foresyte Cambrian Gardenia 2 
Hydown Hostess 3 Badgemore Golden Honey Bee 4 Bukkenburg Vista Snr Mare Ch Foresyte Cambrian 
Gardenia Res Badgemore Golden Honey Bee Stallion 5+ & Snr Stallion Ch Firby Cronos Res Llanel Valiant 
Son Supreme Ch Firby Cronos PART BRED Foal <12m 1 Manilla Bonanza-Bo 2 Merioneth Chivito's Pegasis 
Colt >1<4 & Jnr Ch Colt 1 Bukkenburg Joker Res Frosty Major Filly >1<4 & Jnr Ch Bukkenburg Jill Res 
Bukkenburg Pride 3 Merioneth Ginger Fizz 4 Welgemeend Glow Mare 5+ 1 Foresyte Valiant Jasmine 2 Manilla 
Blondie 3 Foresyte Willo's Pearl Supreme Ch Bukkenberg Joker PROGENY Stallion, Mare & foal <12m 1 
Coed Coch Nerog, Monnow Milkmaid, Bukkenburg Max 2 Coed Coch Nerog  Springbourne Hayley, 
Bukkenburg Heidi 3 Firby Cronos, Badgemore Golden Honey Bee, Moddervlei Honey Suckle 4 Spasido Si-Si 
Signor, Badgemore Jolly Honey Bee, Spasido Spring Born 5 Monnow Paper Boy, Spasido Silver Cloud Mare 
and suckling foal 1 Bukkenburg Tanya, Bukkenburg Daisy 2 Badgemore Jolly Honey Bee, Spasido Spring Born 
3 Monnow Milkmaid, Bukkenburg Max 4 Badgemore Golden Honey Bee, Moddervlei Honey Suckle 5 Twyford 
Sundew. Torbry Sundae Stallion and 2 Mares, one owner 1 Coed Coch Nerog, Revel Velveteen, Bukkenburg 
Joan 2 Torbry Suntor, Torbry Amber Light, Badgemore Fairy Light 3 Firby Cronos, Badgemore Golden Honey 
Bee 4 Revel Vada, Welgemeend Prydus's Satellite, Welgemeend Noel 5 Torbry Satellite, Honey Bee, Velita Mare 
and two progeny 1 Milkmaid, Marc, Model 2 Fairy Light, Amber Light, Starlight 3 Badgemore Jolly Honeybee, 
Spasido Velita, Spasido Spring Born 4 Foresyte Cambrian Gardenia, Moddervlei Gold Dollar, Moddervlei Pansy 
3 from one stallion 1 Coed Coch Nerog, Bukkenburg Marc, Bukkenburg Model, Bukkenburg Max 2 Firby 
Cronos, Moddervlei Gold Dollar, Moddervlei Honey Suckle, Moddervlei Pansy 3 Twyford Jock, Torbry Suntor, 
Torbry Moonlight, Torbry Bamber 4 Revel Vada, Welgemeend Vada's Détente, Welgemeend Vada's Kate, 
Welgemeend Vada's Chip 5 Hinton Heatherbee, Uyzel Pryd, Uyzel Selma, Uyzel Bonnie
RIDING: SECTION A S/M/G 4+ 1 Torbry Paddy 2 Torbry Satellite 3 Monnow Cloudy 4 Welgemeend Blits 
SECTION B S/M/G 4+ 1 Foresyte Cambrian Glain 2 Firby Cronos 3 Llanel Valiant Son PARTBRED <4 1 
Frosty Tubby >4 Manilla Blondie SA Snr Ch Foresyte Cambrian Glain Res Firby Crosnos 3 Weyden Magic 
Signal 4 Torby Paddy
HARNESS SECTION A/B S/M/G <4 Ch Uyzel Bonnie Res Uyzel Selma 3 Bukkenburg Helen 4 Spasido 
Tempest 5 Stager Fire Cracker 4+ Ch Torbry Starlight Res Firby Croson 3 Coed Coch Nerog 4 Monnow Paper 
Boy 5 Torbry Suntor PARTBRED <4 Frosty Tubby 4+ Manilla Blondie Ladies Fine Harness 1 Badgemore 
Fairy Light 2 Monnow Paper Boy 3 Revel Velveteen 4 Firby Cronos 5 Hinton Heatherbee Tandem 1 Badgemore 
Fairy Light/Twyford Sundew 2 Revel Velveteen/Monnow Milkmaid 3 Torbry Shelly/Torbry Vinus 4 Hinton 
Heatherbee/Uyzel Duke Pairs <4 1 Uyzel Bonnie/Uyzel Selma 2 Bukkenburg Pride/Bukkenburg Bubble 3 
Uyzel Brigadoon/Uyzel Pryd 4+ 1 Torbry Suntor/Torbry Sundew 2 Revel Velveteen/Monnow Milkmaid 3 
Hinton Heatherbee/Uyzel Duke 4 Torbry Shelly.Torbry Vinus Fours Ch Monnow Joan/Revel 
Velveteen/Bukkenburg Pride/ Monnow Milkmaid 2 Torbry Suntor/Badgemore Fairy Light/ Twyford Sundew/ 
Torbry Amber Light  Eights 1 P A M Streicher 2 G Torr FEI Combined 1 P B Wiese Torbry Paddy/Bukkenburg 
Thea 2 G Torr Badgemore Fairy Light/Twyford Sundew 3 H Uys 4 P A M Streicher Sulky Races 1 Monnow 
Cloudy 2 Monnow Paper Boy 3 Twyford Sundew 4 Frosty Tubby 5 Forge Garnet
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Supreme Champion Section A: Coed Coch Nerog

Grand Champion Section A Mare: Revel Velveteen
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Supreme Champion Section B: Firby Cronos

Grand Champion Section B Mare: Badgemore Golden Honey Bee
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Grand Champion South African Bred Stallion: Torbry Sattelite and Grand Champion 
South African Bred Mare: Torbry Amberlight

Supreme Champion Partbred: Bukkenburg Joker
All photographs of the 1978 Bloemfontein show are by Farmer's Weekly
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Bronwydd Bannut Camelia – HOYS

Bronwydd Bannut Ivy – HOYS

1998 PRIZEWINNERS

Equerry

Equerry
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Bronwydd Bannut Foxglove – HOYS

Foresyte Cambrian Nelson – Summer Showing Festival

1998 PRIZEWINNERS

Equerry

Equerry
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Yealand Ophelia – Summer Showing Festival

Foresyte Fatal Attraction – Summer Showing Festival

1998 PRIZEWINNERS

Equerry

Equerry
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Goldenvaal Bronze – Summer Showing Festival

Caegwyn Showtime – Summer Showing Festival

1998 PRIZEWINNERS
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Hydown Folksong – Rand Show

Kallista Russell – Rand Show

1998 PRIZEWINNERS

Equerry
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Bronwydd Bannut Angelica – Pretoria

Bronwydd Bannut Shamrock – Pretoria

1998 PRIZEWINNERS

Equerry

Equerry
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Hydown Pip – Pretoria

Caegwyn Dark Secret – Pretoria

1998 PRIZEWINNERS

Equerry

Equerry
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Foresyte Gwenelyn

Rhydfendigiad William – Rand

1998 PRIZEWINNERS

Equerry
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TACTICS

At last the new filly had arrived, none the worse for her long journey. As she left 
the horse box we admired her beauty and elegance, surely the prettiest we had yet 
purchased. Her coat, shining like silk, rippled with condition

We settled her for the night in the stable, the scent of pony and clean straw 
mingling pleasantly in the evening air.

Morning came and we led the filly, now gaily interested in all around her, to the 
field with the stallion and the other fillies. As she entered they all came cantering 
up to meet her, and having loosened her, they galloped off with many a kick in 
between, eventually sorting themselves out and gradually settling down, but for 
the stallion, who persistently chased her and received many a crack on his chest.

The next day was much different, obviously just in season, the filly would stand 
patiently for the stallion, but oh! dear, he would lift his head in the air, give a very 
bored yawn and walk away! If ever female was scorned! The keener she became, 
the more bored he, and the yawns progressively bigger.

As we had a mare for service the following day we brought her and the filly in, 
hoping hand service would be more satisfactory. The stallion seeing the mare 
entering, roared in greeting, rearing and pawing at his stable door and when the 
time came served the mare in good form. We then tried the filly, but no interest 
aroused in the stallion whatsoever! Perhaps he was exhausted. We rested them for 
a few hours and tried again. This was repeated several following days. Oh! that 
yawn!

Deciding this must be one of those cases, heard of, where the stallion dislikes the 
mare, we let them back in the field and started working out which stallion we could 
nominate for her. Obviously, he did not go for looks.

About a week later, after absolutely no communication between the two in the 
field, whilst checking they were alright, the stallion calmly walked up to the filly 
and served her quite satisfactorily right in front of my eyes.

Maybe he knew more than us after all!

G.H 1968 and first published in the 1969 UK Journal
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RIDDEN SHOW PONIES 1968

When Mrs Alison Mountain visited South Africa in 1968, she had the following 
comment to make in the UK Journal, of which she was editor at the time:-

I was struck by the main difference between their ridden show ponies and ours, 
which is that their's have to work hard as well as just look beautiful! I had often 
read before I saw for myself that the standard of their ponies was far below ours. 
This is true in a way, but mainly because of the point I have made above. Their 
ponies are shown in 'working' condition, ours are shown too fat to be really hard 
fit. How many of our show animals also compete in jumping and working pony or 
hunter classes, or in hunter trials of pony club events? I have often thought that it 
would be a good thing if more of the ponies we bred, Welsh and others, were 
worked to prove themselves before retiring to stud. I also think there is a slight 
danger in South Africa of too many ponies being worked too young and their 
ponies are not schooled as ours are to give the 'polished' show we expect to see in 
the ring.

Photo: Ernst G Wertheimer

Foresyte Valiant Prudence, part-bred Welsh Mare ridden by Steven Scaccabarozzi. 
Reserve Supreme SA Show Pony
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KNIGHTON BELINDA
A Real Welsh Mountain Pony

Surely there cannot be many ponies who are able to celebrate their twentieth 
birthday by winning a major trophy at a 'County' show?

Knighton Belinda must have made a little bit of Welsh pony history when she 
collected the huge Toyota Challenge Trophy at Natal's Royal Show for winning 
the most points in the open harness competitions. She won two of the four obstacle 
events, and was third in the other two. Her nearest rival being an Anglo Arab, half 
her age and a good three hands taller.

Belinda's triumph at the Royal in May 1988, is the crowning accolade for an 18 
year showing career, which began in Sussex, and has taken her thousands of miles 
in South Africa to compete in every type of event from broodmare to show pony. 
She has even been ridden by people from three to fifty-three and does the harness 
as a sideline, for fun. She's learned to spin her cart round the cones as fast as she 
can, and just loves  the obstacle events.

She has bred some outstanding foals, and is a well-known personality in both 
harness and in Welsh circles. Young riders will often greet her affectionately at 
shows, remembering they made their debut clutching her mane. She has been an 
ambassador for Mountain Ponies in South Africa for fourteen years, and the 
wonderful thing is that she's improved with maturity, and arrives at the shows with 
a big grin on her face, and a workmanlike stride into the fray. She is loved by 
everyone for her delightful outlook and her spunky attitude. Belinda was born in 
1968 at Hurstmonceux in Sussex, her dam being Ready Token Juliet, who was by 
March Crusader, and out of Ready Token Carmen, who's own sire and dam were 
Coed Coch Bugail and Criban Opera, strong bay bloodlines. Her sire was Coed 
Coch Saled, also bay, and Belinda is a replica of him. Her near-fore stocking is 
longer, otherwise she's just her dad. She inherited the bay colour, and from 
somebody she also collected twinkling silver blue eyes, and a heart of purest 
Welsh gold!

That is not to say, however, that she is a 'push-over'! She has always had a strong 
sense of humour and a desire to tease a bit. Aged fifteen in the Farm Pony Class at 
the National championships, she giggled and chortled with glee, head between her 
knees, trying to 'post' me into the front row of the grandstand at Bloemfontein 
showgrounds. She always begins her run-out with a merry little wiggle of her 
head, tossing her forelock as she goes into her trot. This has put her temperament 
into question for those judges who fail to notice the sparkling eyes and the sharply 
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pricked ears. 'Come on Mom' she's saying, 'let's run'. She is a fun-loving pony, 
prepared to enjoy whatever is on the agenda, whether it is being wrapped up and 
sewn into the red dragon costume (when she delights shouting a chortle of greeting 
to her stablemates, and being astonished when they turn tail and run in terror) or 
performing a working pony test. Whatever it is, she'll attempt to the best of her 
ability.

She really only dislikes harness marathons, and becomes demoralised, tired and 
depressed, and has never seen the point of dragging a heavy cart up hill and down 
dale so far away from the stables and lunch. We were at the 'point of no-return' on a 
combined driving morning on Sunday in a mid-city park. Her feet were hurting on 
some gravel and she spotted a cricket match in progress. The green grass looked 
preferable to the path we were on and she decided to call it 'quits' and pull her cart 
along the rather jolly crowd at the pitch. She selected the most promising looking 
picnic and just joined the party. The revellers, noses in their beer, were speechless, 
when the little pony arrived in their midst, and made a beeline for their picnic 
basket. What disappointment when she was walloped into action again to toddle 
the rest of the trip – which she did willingly enough once 'company' appeared and 
tried to overtake us. Furious, Belinda held off the challenge of a much younger and 
bigger pony having got her second wind, and turned her nose for home.

She's a pony who always rises to the occasion, and really adores a show. We have 
lost count of the miles she has covered and the little children who have climbed on 
her back. Once three little sisters took turns going from lead-rein, through first 
pony and into the ridden Mountain Pony class, and then did a harness obstacle for a 
young lad dying to have a try. Her partnership has always been willing, and we 
would never exploit her generosity.

Her show career began in Sussex, and at the time we had no vehicle in which to 
travel her. We walked to the shows along the grass verges. Sometimes we walked 
home with a rosette on the halter, sometimes we had nothing, but were firmly 
hooked on showing; and walked miles that first summer, Belinda usually with a 
bunch of cowparsley in her lips. Then everyone waved and smiled at her.

Later we moved down to Devonshire with the mares in foal to Rowfant Santiago. 
Belinda produced a pretty little dun filly of which she was crazily proud, showing 
it tenderly to anyone who'd spare the time to enthuse. She positively beamed with 
pride at the shows. We all joined in as a family and did group fancy dress – a circus, 
nursery rhymes, topical events, as many as seven of us when we include the dog as 
well. The foal wearing her little hat with a feather, and Belinda carrying our three-
year old daughter. We got lots of prizes together, but our serious success was at the 
Devon Country Show, when we were second to a Champion broodmare in a hard 
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fought contest. Revel Cello was the supreme Champion, I recall. How impressed I 
was with him, little knowing that years later, on another continent, I should own a 
leg of his nephew, Revel Vada, by Revel Chip, Cello's full brother.

When we decided to emigrate to South Africa during the terrible years of the early 
nineteen seventies we never for one moment considered that the ponies would be 
left behind. Their passages were booked at the same time as ours, although they 
had to remain in Britain until we had found a new home. The three months that we 
were without them were some of the worst we can remember. The parting was 
awful, and when we landed in our new country we drove more than six thousand 
miles trying to find a farm that we could afford. At that time the maximum 
currency allowance was £20,000 and for that we could buy a tin hut in a bog, a 
shack in the desert, a ruin beside the runway of an airport, or a sandheap!

Eventually we purchased a hundred acres of perpendicular, sub-tropical bushveld 
in Natal. We were three thousand feet in the foothills of the Drakensberg. Some of 
the most beautiful country in the world, with a tar road at the end of the drive, and a 
school for the children only ten minutes' drive away. The people were kind and 
friendly, the views were magnificent. We had grass and water and eighty brand 
new pigsties, which were ideal for mountain ponies. It was a perfect venue for 
Hydown to re-establish. The big problem was that the herd was in Cape Town – 
three days drive away.

Our reunion with them was unforgettable. Cape Town harbour was still asleep 
when the small cargo boat came alongside. She was tied to the broadside to the 
harbour wall dwarfed by the gigantic cranes that were ready to swing the crates of 
animals over the side. A rosie dawn was spreading soft light acress the mirror calm 
harbour, and silence hung over everywhere. The after deck was crammed with 
animal crates, and we scrambled on board to greet the new arrivals. 'Hello Belinda' 
we shouted – Belinda rushed to the door of her travelling box, and reached up to try 
to touch us with her muzzle; she seemed to be grinning even more than ever. Her 
shouts of recognition were unmistakable, and her whinnies of greeting rang out 
like pealing of bells over the silent waters, and re-echoed round the docksheds 
'Hello! Hurray! It's me, it's you. Belindaa! Oh what happiness!’

They had travelled well, never going off their feed and enjoying the sea spray that 
tossed over the aft decks, and cooled them as they pushed on through the tropics. A 
kind friend had come with them, bravely playing stewardess to fifteen ponies, 
three Sussex bulls, a cage of dogs, and a Hereford bull that sadly pined away 
despite all her efforts to comfort him. 'If only' she reflected 'they had given me 
some turnips or something to tempt him with'.
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We had to bid farewell once more and leave them in the huge stables at the docks to 
do a month's quarantine. It gave us time to adapt the pigsties, and put in some 
railed paddocks before they rolled into the farm on the last stage of their long 
journey aboard a magnificent lorry that was almost as big as the ship they'd come 
out on. It was spring in Natal and when their hooves hit the grass again, their 
excitement was heart-stopping. Mares and foals just danced, and ran, and played, 
and rolled and rolled, and then did it all again the other way round. Life was just 
wonderful, as they settled at last to strip the paddocks to bare earth, filling their 
tummies with the new grass. The following year, all of them produced new foals, 
and they had settled to their life on the one-in-three hillside, in the tropical heat and 
the mountain thunderstorms as though they hadn't ever crossed the road, let alone 
the equator.

Even a yearling filly produced an unexpected colt just before her second birthday, 
bringing me an unexpected gift from home. They were not top show ponies for 
which hundreds had been paid, but they were well-bred mares, selected from old 
bloodlines. Over the years they have established a stud that has given us many 
hours of happiness. They have bred champions in-hand, ridden and harness, and 
their great-great-grandchildren are now winning too. But the best thing is that 
these mares are still part of the family and hale and hearty in spite of the African 
bugs and the heat, and tropical storms.

But it was Belinda who has done more than any of them to earn her keep. Her first 
South African foal was Hydown Brimful (B) by Ardgrange Piodfab – probably 
one of Piodfab's first foals. He had been the youngstock winner at the Devon 
County, and Belinda was one of his visiting mares before we left for South Africa.

Brimful and Belinda showed the Hydown flag at Johannesburg Welsh Shows, and 
at the National Championships, travelling for hours on end in a cage on the back of 
the pick-up truck. Wrapped in padded rugs, and chewing hay nets they would call 
to the horses along the way, Brimful tucking his nose under mom's rug and 
balancing on spread legs when he wanted a drink of milk. Quite unconcerned. 
They felt very superior when we passed the ponies and carts trotting tiredly along 
endless miles of featureless tarmac. 'Hey' they'd shout 'get into the back like we do. 
Let the humans go in front like ours. Whehe'. They 'had it made'.

At the National Championships we met the other breeders, and were introduced to 
the unforgettable experience of the South African National Championships, 
which are an annual holiday for most farmers. Huge lorries roll in with dozens of 
ponies, carts, harness, grooms, dogs, grannies, kids, babies, tents – even a double 
bed and a kitchen table came off one lorry. Two or three generations take part, 
owners and family, grooms and families, ponies and their offspring. Some people 
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bring up to twenty and thirty ponies, taking two or more lorries or two or three 
wagons on the railway. They laughed at us with 'Only Two?’

Everyone gets into the act, and the progeny classes are superb, as are all the classes 
come to that, especially the harness. The single harness, shown at a fast trot, is 
spellbinding, but at the first show we visited it was the sulky races which had us on 
our feet screaming, along with the rest of the grandstand. As the little bunch of 
ponies fanned out behind the motorcar for a 'trotting start', two ponies sped to the 
front of the pack. A white stallion and a black mare. Circuit after circuit they strove 
to get their noses in front, lapping the field who nevertheless were going at a highly 
respectable extended trot. These two just pistoned on like a metronome, hocks 
going, shoulders working as they battle it out. Monnow Paper Boy, just having left 
the arena as Harness Champion, trying his fantastic best to beat the much bigger, 
superbly moving Forge Garnet. Both had been sent out from UK by Nell Pennell, 
superb examples of Mountain Ponies doing what they loved – racing with every 
fibre of their little bodies. My eyes were full of tears. I'll never forget that sight. Oh, 
how proud we were of those ponies of Britain, there is another world, bringing to 
its feet a huge crowd who'd come really to see the stock car racing and stayed to be 
enchanted by the little ponies. It didn't matter who won, although I think it might 
have been Paper Boy.

William, our son, was so impressed that by the following year there was Belinda in 
a sulky, with William crouched behind her in his racing silks, with a crowd of 
youngsters all equally enthusiastic. She never was fast enough, but they had a 
good shot at it, and a lot of fun. It was that which started us driving – Belinda took 
to it on her first attempt – shunning the 'pulling a line' lessons as a stupid waste of 
time, and going straight into the sulky and handling it with complete confidence. If 
we'd not had her since she was six months old, I'd have been certain she'd been 
broken to harness at some time. She was a 'natural' but she was never a 'trotter' and 
they usually came last past the post in the sulky races.

Belinda's sons have acquitted themselves in harness too. Bilberry by Knighton 
Brownberry (Coed Coch Sales x Fayree Cilla), partnered with Hydown 
Huckleberry (also by Brownberry) won the Open Harness Scurry at Horse of the 
Year Show in Johannesburg. Brimful was Welsh Harness Champion at the Rand 
Show, and other times. Belinda's sons have done better than she has actually, and 
Barnaby has just won the Supreme Mountain Pony Championship at the Pretoria 
Show. Her grandfather and her great-grandchildren are winning championship, 
but most of all they have her lovely temperament, and Belinda has certainly left 
her mark on the pages of pony happenings.

If one were asked what was special about Belinda, one would certainly say her 
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courage followed by her kindness and her generosity. The intelligence, which 
helps her to take part in the proceedings as partner as opposed to a slave, is one of 
her many assets. Her joy, and her sense of fun all help to make her a treasure. We 
are proud to own her and grateful for the privilege of knowing her – does one ever 
OWN an animal like her? She's a member of the family. We owe her a debt of 
gratitude to her for spending her life with us. We congratulate her breeder, and the 
breeders of her ancestors. 'Pretty Belinda' as she's known to the commentators at 
the harness shows, is surely a real Welsh Mountain Pony. We'd rather thought she's 
like to retire, but she won't hear of it yet, and hops onto the trailer ready to launch 
another youngster on their riding career. We are not the only people who cannot 
imagine the Royal Showgrounds without that perky little figure with the twinkling 
blue eyes and smiling face. She has a fan club has our Knighton Belinda – the Real 
Welsh Mountain Pony.

PAT MOORE 1978
HYDOWN STUD
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-----------oooooooooOooooooooo-----------

“When your horse follows you without being asked, when he rubs his head on 
yours, and when you look at him and feel a tingle down yours spine … you 
know you are loved”    ~ John Lyons

“The way to heaven is on horseback”   ~ Author Unknonwn

“The horse, with beauty unsurpassed, strength immeasurable and grace unlike 
any other, still remains humble enough to carry a man upon his back”  ~ 
Amber Senti

"One must think when looking at a horse in motion, that he hears music inside 
his head."  ~ Author Unknown

Knighton Belinda with Pat Moore and friend
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RECOLLECTIONS OF FIRST 
DRIVING EXPERIENCE

We first met Trudy and Jack in the early days of the Welsh National 
Championships when they were held every year at Bloemfontein Show in 
conjunction with the Hackney horses.  One class for Hackneys, one for the Welsh; 
and it worked a treat. Derek had driven the old truck from Highflats, near Ixopo in 
Natal, as it then was, so we were tired and had bedded down in the tack room, 
previously used by the Saalperde. Lovely sunny evening though it was, we had 
shut the top door and got in our sleeping bags, when the door flew open and the 
happy face of Jack appeared over it. “Well, come on out of there and have a go with 
my pair of stallions” he yelled. As an English woman, I was not used to driving 
harness ponies, living where we did in Sussex, let alone two ponies! And Stallions 
at that! But I was persuaded very strongly and so mounted the little cart, took the 
reins, trotted off, and had the most wonderful experience ever! Two delightful 
little white heads  bobbed in front of me, ears pricked and manes tossing, mouths  
taking the bits gently and responding to my every touch! What a joy they were, and 
I shall always thank Jack for that lesson in driving ponies.

Next year we had dear Knighton Belinda between the shafts, and Belinda is 
another story! She actually won the open harness championship in Natal at the 
Royal Show, beating all the horses and only being closely challenged by Felicity 
Bowles with Ampot Bambi. Teresa Maclachlan and I, while on Council, lobbied 
for the Ladies Fine Harness class. To be Driven at a PARK TROT, by a lady in 
EVENING DRESS.  It was scheduled for the prime time audiences in the evening, 
but the park trot got faster and faster. I was driving, in a nice flowing ball gown, a 
pony owned by the Van Niekerk family, to make the numbers, not to compete, 
when Trudy, going like a jet fighter got her wheel inside mine. Horrors...  But no 
harm done. I can't recall how we escaped a tip up, but Trudy and Aberdare Flight 
went safely on to win the class. Flight living up to his name and well handled by 
the lady driver. But it was an elegant class, and a definite show pleaser. We all 
treasured Trudy for her dedication to the caravan at the collecting ring, where she 
marshalled the competitors throughout the show, for many a happy year. The 
Gilfillan Span of Eight was one of the other highlights of that amazingly happy 
three day show. The  Bloemfontein Show experience is one of the  happy 
memories we shall always treasure of our stay in South Africa.   

Pat Moore 2018
Formerly Hydown Stud, now in the Turks and Caicos Islands.
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1977 NATAL HORSE FESTIVAL

In 1976, Natal showing enthusiasts decided more scope was needed and so the 
Horse Festival was born. It is a three-day show held at the Royal Show grounds at 
Pietermaritzburg. The first effort was so successful that it is now hopefully a 
permanent fixture in the Show calendar. The second festival, held in October 
1977, gave Welsh Ponies and Cobs a good share of classes, judged by Mrs Moira 
Arrowsmith-Brown. Although Natal has only a small number of Welsh, our 
numbers have swelled by a welcome influx of lovely ponies from the Transvaal. 
Fortunately for us the Grand Champion was a local boy, Twyford Splendour, who 
won the Susan Hofmeyr Floating Trophy. He belongs to the twins Pamela and 
Lynette Lowe of Lottesmore Stud. He also took firsts in the “stallion, mare and 
their foal” class and the “stallion and two mares”. Both times Filkins Kernel's 
groups were second.

Another treat was a visit from Mrs Kynnersley-Browne's grand cob Sinton Gilbert 
whose arrival from the Transvaal made it possible for us to show all Sections of the 
Welsh for the first time in South Africa. We had Twyford Splendour (Section A), 
Foresyte Cambrian Golden Gorse (Section B), Filkins Kernel (Section C) and 
Sinton Gilbert (Section D). All are cream or Palomino which is always something 
new in our predominantly grey society of “Welshmen”. Gilbert, taking his 
exercise with plastic bags on his feet to keep them dry and clean, delighted the 
astonished many non-Welsh exhibitors and other onlookers.

Welsh and Welsh Part-breds were strongly represented in all the children's riding 
classes where they did extremely well. The Welsh Costume Class (the baby of Mrs 
Pat Moore who organised it) had thirteen entries. The judge was a Welshman and 
stage personality who had an emotionally happy time sorting out several pretty 
little girls in National Costume, a Merlin, a miner, Owain Glyndwr, Miss Wales 
and a leek and daffodil! It was a great success.

Ida Illingworth 1978

First published in the 1978 Journal of the Mother Society

-----------oooooooOooooooo-----------

When I was a young girl, I thought of being a mounted policewoman, because I 
figured I could ride horses and be paid for it – what a job!
~ Olivia Newton-John
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Foresyte Cambrian Golden Gorse Section B

1977 NATAL HORSE FESTIVAL

Twyford Splendour Section A
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Sinton Gilbert Section D

1977 NATAL HORSE FESTIVAL

Filkins Kernel Section C
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1977 RAND SHOW
Although there were no Welsh classes at the 1977 Rand Show, pure and Part-bred 
Welsh dominated the open pony classes as they usually do, winning two out of the 
three championships, all three reserves and finally the Barclays Bank Trophy for 
the best Horse of Pony under saddle.

Weyden Magic Myth won this final honour – he had a quite outstanding show 
career, having been Show Pony of the Year several times and Horse of the Year 
three times at our indoor “Horse of the Year” Show.

First published in the 1978 Journal of the Mother Society

-----------oooooooOooooooo-----------

If one induces the horse to assume that carriage which it would adopt of its own 
accord when displaying its beauty, then, one directs the horse to appear joyous 
and magnificent, proud and remarkable for having been ridden. ~ Xenophon
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ESCAPEES
Our Welsh ponies are pretty smart animals, but they don't let on about it.  Keeps it 
to themselves. They do! On the farm we used to have those gaps for people to slip 
through, next to the gateways. You know the sort? A vee shape with a barrier in the 
middle, so the animals could not pass through.

Hydown Brimful could though! He did it very carefully by shaping himself into a 
V and maneuvering back and forward until he was out and going walkabout! We 
could not believe it was possible, because the gap was small, and even a large 
person sometimes could not manage to get through.

On another farm at one time I happened to be looking out the bedroom window 
when I saw one of the other Section C geldings, Hydown Coco, carefully remove 
the wires from a barbed wire gate in a fence, hang it over his neck, and with 
extreme care walk through the gate carrying it on his neck. When it was 
sufficiently to his liking, he lowered his head and carefully deposited the gate on 
the ground, leaving a good wide opening through which the remainder of the herd 
stepped out of the field and wandered off down the drive. All done with caution, 
and careful consideration, and very delicately!

Third escapee was Badgemore Bubbles, by then an elderly lady, and I cannot quite 
remember how we acquired her, but she was a dab hand, or I should say top lip, at 
opening the expensive gates bought and carefully fitted from the agricultural 
merchants. I could not believe she could do it, but a quick fiddle with her top lip 
would lift the safety cover on the latch and away she would go, leaving the gate 
wide open for whoever fancied a little outing. You would just hear a slight clank of 
metal, and Bubbles would have left on a little stroll. Yes, those ponies have skills 
they keep hidden from us and we should never ever underestimate their 
intelligence.

I am disappointed in the news about Brexit, and ashamed of the children at 
Westminster! Good wishes as always.

Patricia & Derek Moore 2018

-----------oooooooOooooooo-----------

Sometimes they suddenly start racing in the middle of the night; a thudding 

stampede for no reason, unless it is ghosts
~ Monica Dickens
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TULBAGH 2018 RESULTS

JUDGE: MRS ELIZABETH RUSSELL
IN-HAND SECTION A Colt/Filly Foal <12m 1 AVB Procco's Dream (AVB Stud, Abdul) 2 
Bioci Tiemie (Bioci Stud, Willem Tiemie) 3 Salutta Shalom Bom Pêl (Salutta Stud, Stanford Gertse) 
Filly >1<2 1 Vanity My Desire (Mustapha Hendricks) 2 Kamalie Hope (Nazeem Gaffoor, Farouk) 
Colt >1<2 1 Hansu Fearless (Rodney Adams, Rowan) 2 Bioci Keizer (Bioci Stoet, Willem Tiemie) 3 
Amazing Pride (Iekeraam Salie) Filly >2<4 1 O'Lee Sanna (AVB Stud, Obaid) 2 Danau Fancy Me 
(Mohamed Petkar, Duane Dreyer) 3 Du Dre Styles (Fransie Coenrad) 4 Adowa Roxy (AVB Stud, 
Abdul) 5 Du Dre Success (Ambro Stud, Ederies) Colt >2<4 1 Milano Heart On Fire (Snowball Stud, 
Masood Moses) 2 Marwa Wifi Hot Spot (Shiraads Mohamed, Rushin) 3 Sarona Cairo (Sarona Stud, 
Sidwille) 4 Lanika Spirit Kommando (Sarona Stud) 5 Kalou Smart (AVB Stud, Abaid) Junior 
Champion Filly Ch Vanity My Desire (Mustapha Hendricks) Res O'Lee Sanna (AVB Stud, Obaid) 
Junior Champion Colt Ch Milano Heart on Fire (Snowball Stud, Masood Moses) Res Marwa Wifi 
Hot Spot (Shiraads Mohamed, Rushin) Child Handler <12 1 Thaufier Jacobs (Sunset Sugar Lady, 
AVB Stud) 2 Zinidine (Uyzel Sky, Salutta Stud) 3 Mog Sedick Jnr (Du Dre Success, Ambro Stud) 4 
Keanen Rix (Duncan's Float My Boat, Rix Stud) 5 Zaada Jacobs (Uyzel Firemaster, Pietie 
Groenewoud) Stallion >4<6 1 Hansu Express (Royal B Stud, James Adams) 2 Milano Highly 
Explosive (Royal B Stud, Keown Barry) 3 Sunset Hard to Find (Sunset Stalle, Baka Abderouf) 4 
Sandhurst Demonstrator (AVB Stud, Azize) 5 Caspian Morning Star (Caspian Stud, Ederies) Mare 
>4<6 1 O'Lee Babsie (Rodney Adams, Anwar) 2 Du Dre Misty My Lady (Saliem Amardien, Riduz 
Amardien) Stallion >6<10 1 Lanika Spirit (Jacobs Stoet, Aziz Jacobs) 2 Hansu Savannah (AVB 
Stud, Anwar) 3 Hansu Broidy (Abdullah Salie) 4 Du Dre Cheeky Boy (Faeez Maasdorp) 5 Hansu 
Valour (Ambro Stud, Aneeq) Mare >6<10 1 Sunset Sugar Lady (AVB Stud, Abdul) 2 Uyzel Sky 
(Salutta Stud, Stanford Gertse) 3 Hen-Klo Peaches (Iekeraam Salie) 4 United Surprise FS (Rodney 
Adams, Soburg) 5 Hen-Klo Selma (AVB Stud, Aneeq) Stallion 10+ 1 Dunau Free Angus (Ambro 
Stud, Ederies) 2 Bella Top-Spot (Base-Haven Stud) 3 Uyzel Tramput (Base-Haven Stud, Emraan 
Domingo) 4 Bioci Sur-Prise (Royal B Stud, Keown Barry) 5 Radiant Royal Charter (Gesant 
Cornelius) Mare 10+ 1 Adowa Suzie (Sarona Stud, Sidwill) Adowa Bellerina (Sunset Stalle, Baka 
Abderouf) 3 Duncan's Pride Float My Boat (Rix Stud, Pokkel April) 4 Hen-Klo Blanch (Abdullah 
Salie) 5 Rosenberg Candice (Mustapha Hendricks, Sedick) Senior Champion Stallion Hansu 
Express (Royal B Stud, James Adams) Res Lanika Spirit (Jacobs Stoet, Aziz Jacobs) Senior 
Champion Mare Sunset Sugar Lady (AVB Stud, Abdul) Res Adowa Bellerina (Sunset Stalle, Baka 
Abderouf) Supreme Champion Hansu Express (Royal B Stud, James Adams) Res Lanika Spirit 
(Jacobs Stoet, Aziz Jacobs)
RIDDEN Leadrein <8 1 Alien (Sunset Sugar Lady, AVB Stud) 2 Anina Hugo (Danette, Viljoen 
Hugo) 3 Zavaan (reyaad, Pietie Groenewoud) 4 Jane Greyling (Vlam, Viljoen Hugo) 5 Zara (John)
HARNESS SECTION A Mare <5 1 Dunau Fiona (Mohamed Petkar, Duane Dreyer) 2 Canturbury 
Sweet Temptation (Canturbury Stud, Nawaaz Ebrahim) 3 O'Lee Sanne (AVB Stud, Obiad) 4 O'Lee 
Babsie (Rodney Adams, Anwar) 5 Adowa Roxy (AVB Stud, Abdul) Stallion <5 1 Big Shot Mark of 
Charm (Mogammad Damon) 2 Milano Heart on Fire (Snowball Stud, Junaid Damon) 3 Kalou Smart 
(AVB Stud, Obaid) 4 Thufaag Spirit (Thufaag Stud, Imraan Wolhuter) 5 Sandhurst Demonstrator 
(AVB Stud, Abdul) Mare 5+ 1 Adowa Bellerina (Sunseet Stalle, Agmat) 2 Hen-Klo Dancer's Dream 
(AVB Stud, Azize) 3 Adowa Suzie (Sarona Stud, Rameez Norris) 4 Hen-Klo Blanch (Abdullah 
Salie) 5 Sunset Sugar Lady (AVB Stud, Abdul) Stallion 5+ H1 1 Lanika Spirit (Jacobs Stoet, Faroek 
Brenner) 2 De Louw Golden Master (AVB Stud, Obaid) 3 Hansu Express (Royal B Stud, James 
Adams) 4 Salvador Vincent (Amanah Stud, Cassiem Abrahams) 5 Bioci Pride (Sassy Stud, Sardiq) 
H2 1 Sunset Wing Commander (Jacobs Stoet, Walied Brenner) 2 Hansu Savannah (AVB Stud, 
Anwar) 3 Hansu Valour (Ambro Stud, Iftigaar) 4 Lourens Ace of Spades (Shiraads Mohamed) 5 
Uyzel Blue Moon (Base Haven Stud, Emraan Domingo) H3 1 Brenner Showtime (Faizel Brenner, 
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Anwar) 2 Blom Peanut (AVB Stud, Zumag) 3 Rouxvale Isn't He Beautiful (Yusuf Sasman, Nazeem 
Benjamin) 4 Sunset Clear Root Fire (AVB Stud, Azize) 5 Bioci Predator (Bioci Stoet, Willem 
Tiemie) Final  1 Hansu Express (Royal B Stud, James Adams) 2 De Louw Golden Master (AVB 
Stud, Obaid) 3 Hansu Savannah (AVB Stud, Anwar) 4 Lanika Spirit (Jacobs Stoet, Faroek Brenner) 
5 Blom Peanut (AVB Stud, Zumag) Gelding Ch Lipizza Hocus Pocus (Rodney Adams) Res Llanelli 
JFK (Rodney Adams) Unregistered Ch Uyzel Smart 2 (AVB Stud, Azize) Res Lanika Super Bee 
(Jacobs Stoet, Iederies) 3 Caspian He's The Man (Caspian Stud, Raees) 4 Ray (Pietie Groenewoud) 
Boys 12-18 1 Keown Barry (Hansu Express,Royal B Stud) 2 Zuhair (Rosenbeerg Candice,Mustapha 
Hendricks) 3 Adam (Brenner Showtime, Faizel Brenner) 4 Shaheed (Lourens Ace of Spades, 
Shiraads Mohamed) 5 ?? (Sunset Sugar Lady, AVB Stud) 6 ?? (Rouxvale Isn't He Beautiful, Yusuf 
Sasman) 7 Tashrieq Salie (Sunset Royal Command, Abdullah Salie) 8 Abduragmaan (Salvador 
Vincent, Amanah Stud) GFH 1 Zainab Brenner (Hansu Valour, Ambro Stud) 2 Charmaine Amardien 
(Caspian Bright Spark, Caspian Stud) 3 Zaadee (Lanika Spirit, Jacobs Stoet) 4 Jessie Lee Rix (Hansu 
Chanse, Rix Stud) 5 Mymoena Kamalie (Blom Pastel, Nazeem Gaffoor) LFH 1 Kautier Hendricks 
(Lourens Ace of Spades, Shiraads Mohammed) 2 Ranee (Hansu Valour, Ambro Stud) 3 Nazeema 
Wolhuter (Daibu Showtime Parader, Thufaag Stud) 4 Rehanah Moses (Milano Heart on Fire, 
Snowball Stud) 5 Saniya Domingo (Uyzel Blue Moon, Base-Haven Stud) Driver <12 Asst HA 1 
Eesa Moses (Milano Heart on Fire, Snowball Stud) 2 Anize Davids (Marwa Hifi Hot Spot, Shiraads 
Mohamed) 3 Zaid (Thufaag Starking, Uwais Shira) 4 Amara (Sunset Royal Command, Abdullah 
Salie) 5Faaris Martin (Daibu Showtime Parader, Thufaag Stud) 6 Mothatier (Caspian Hot Shot 
Romeo, AVB Stud) HB 1 Taihqeen (Brenner Showtime, Faizel Brenner) 2 Haneem (Lourens Ace of 
Spades, Shiraads Mohamed) 3 Bilqees Domingo (Uyzel Tramput, Base Have Stud) 4 Ebrahim Jnr 
(Llandilo High Society, Ambro Stud) 5 Fayaad (Sunset Sugar Lady, AVB Stud) <12 Unasst 1 
Thaakier (Adowa Bellerina, Sunset Stalle) 2 Nishaad Salasa (Rosenberg Dream Replay,Goosain 
Salasa) 3 Raeez Amardien (Hansu Dunrobin, Ambro Stud) 4 Zada (Uyzel Smart 2, AVB Stud) 5 
Aatiqah Domingo (Rosenberg Kabamba, Base Haven Stud)  <3 Ch Pajayhu Snow Boy (Sunset 
Stalle, Baka Abderouf) Res Dunau Fancy Me (Mohamed Petkar, Duane Dreyer) 3 Jacobs Sparkle 
Spirit (Jacobs Stoet, Faroek Brenner) 4 Marwa Miss KK (Shiraads Mohamed, Rushin) 5 Marwa Hifi 
Hot Spot (Shiraads Mohamed, Gairo) Junior Champion Big Shot Mark of Charm (mogammad 
Damon) Res Dunau Fiona (Mohamed Petkar, Duane Dreyer) 3 Milano Heart On Fire (Snowball 
Stud, Junaid Moses) 4 Canturbury Sweet Temptation (Canturbury Stud, Nawaaz Ebrahim) 5 
Sandhurst Demonstrator (AVB Stud, Abdul) Supreme Champion Hansu Express (Royal B Stud, 
James Adams) Res Lanika Spirit (Jacobs Stoet, Faroek Brenner) 3 Adowa Bellerina (Sunset Stalle, 
Agmat) 4 Big Shot mark Of Charm (Mogammad Damon) 5 Hen-Klo Dancer's Dream (AVB Stud, 
Azize) 6 Hansu Savannah (AVB Stud, Anwar) 7 De Louw Golden Mastger (AVB Stud, Obaid) 8 
Adowa Suzie (Sarona Stud, Rameez Norris) Double <5 Ch Caspian Morning Star/Caspian Master 
Supreme Jnr (Caspian Stud, Farouk)  Mares 5+ 1 Uyzel Sky/Koosbad Salome (Salutta Stud, 
Stanford Gertse) 2 Lanika Fire-Magic/Blom Pastel (Nazeem Gaffoor) Stallion 5+ 1 Bioci Bob 
Dylan/Bioci Bright Sun (Bioci Stoet, Wessel Swart) 2 Llandilo High Society/Hansu Valour (Ambro 
Stud,Ederies) 3 Lanika Spirit/Sunset Wing Commander (Jacobs Stoet, Faroek Brenner) 4 Dunau 
Fire/Dunau Sabbat (Iekeraam Salie) 5 Sunset Clear Root Fire/Caspian Hot Shot Romeo (AVB 
Stud,Anwar) Champion Biobi Bob Dilan/Bioci Bright Sun (Bioci Stoet,Wessel Swart) Res 
Llandilo High Society/Hansu Valour (Ambro Stud,Aderies) 3 Dunau Fire/Duanu Sabbat (Iekeraam 
Salie) 4 Uyzel Sky/Koosbad Salome (Salutta Stud, Stanford Gertse) 5 Lanika Fire-Magic/Blom 
Pastel (Nazeem Gaffoor, Rayan) Tandem Ch Bioci Bob Dylan/Bioci Bright Sun (Bioci 
Stoet,Wessel Swart) Res Hansu Valour/Llandilo High Society (Ambro Stud,Stanford Gertse) 3 
Dunau Fire/Dunau Sabbat (Iekeraam Salie) Team of Four Ch Lanika Spirit/Blom Pronk/Lanika 
Super Bee/Destiny JJ (Jacobs Stoet, Faroek Brenner) Res Bioci Jim Bob/Bioci Bob Dylan/Bioci 
Bright Sun/Bioci Predator (Bioci Stoet,Wessel Swart) 3 Llandilo High Society/Hansu Valour/Dunau 
Free Angus/Hansu Dunrobin (Ambro Stud) Team of Eight Ch Jacobs Stud Team of Eight Child 
with most Potential Ziva (Koosbad Salome, Salutta Stud)
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BEAUFORT WEST SHOW 2018
JUDGE: JURIE WESSELS
IN-HAND: SECTION A: Foal <12m 1 Van Boom Aleem (Anwar van Boom, Abdul) 
Filly>1<2 1 Vanity My Desire (Vanity Stud, Romeo) Filly >2<4 1 Du Dre Bubblegum 
(Ambro Stud, Iftigaar Amardien) 2 Adowa Roxy (Anwar van Boom) 3 Du Dre Success 
(Ambro Stud, Ederies Amardien) 4 Vanity My Desire (Vanity Stud, Romeo) Junior 
Champion Filly Ch Du Dre Bubblegum (Ambro Stud, Iftigaar Amardien) Res Adowa 
Roxy (Anwar van Boom) Colt >1<2 Amazing Pride (Ikeraam Salie) Colt >2<4 1 Caspian 
Morning Star (Farouk Amardien) 2 Milano Heart of Fire (Snowball Stud, Zaheer Modack) 
3 Bioci Jim Bob (Bioci Stoet, Willem Tiemie) 4 Kalou Super Smart (Anwar van Boom) 5 
Ju-Fa-Ya Vice Roy (Ju-Fa-Ya Stalle) Junior Champion Colt Ch Caspian Morning Star 
(Farouk Amardien) 2 Milano Heart of Fire (Snowball Stud, Zaheer Modack) Mare >4<6 1 
Adowa Roleen (Anwar van Boom) 2 Sunset Sugar Lady (Anwar van Boom) Mare >6<10 
1 Hen-Klo Peaches (Iekeraam Salie) Mare 10+ 1 Hen-Klo Dancer's Dream (Anwar van 
Boom, Abdul) 2 Hen-Klo Selma (Anwar van Boom) 3 Bioci Twingkle (Bioci Stoet, 
Willem Tiemie) Senior Champion Mare Ch Hen-Klo Dancer's Dream (Anwar van 
Boom, Abdul) Res Adowa Roleen (Anwar van Boom) Stallion >4<6 1 Bioci Bob Dylan 
(Bioci Stoet, Wilem Tiemie) Stallion >6<10 1 Du Dre Cheeky Boy (Faeez Maasdorp, 
Mogamat Damon) 2 Sunset Clear Root Fire (Anwar van Boom, Aneeq) 3 De Louw Golden 
Master (Anwar van Boom) 4 Lanika Spirit (Aziz Jacobs) 5 Caspian Hot Shot Romeo 
(Anwar van Boom, Keenen) Stallion 10+ 1 Adowa Colorado (Anwar van Boom, Abdul) 2 
Bioci Soprano (Iekeraam Salie) 3 Bioci Bright Sun (Bioci Stoet, Willem Tiemie) 4 Uyzel 
Tramput (Emraan Domingo) 5 Blom Peanut (Anwar van Boom, Zumayr) Senior 
Champion Stallion Ch Adowa Colorado (Anwar van Boom, Abdul) Res Du Dre Cheeky 
Boy (Faeez Maasdorp, Mogamat Damon) Supreme Champion Ch Adowa Colorado 
(Anwar van Boom, Abdul) Res Du Dre Cheeky Boy (Faeez Maasdorp, Mogamat Damon) 
Harness S/G/M Not for Breeding 1 Uyzel Smart 2 (Anwar van Boom, Justin)
SINGLE HARNESS: SECTION A: Stallion/Gelding 5+ Heat A 1 Lanika Spirit (Aziz 
Jacobs) 2 Hansu Dunrobin (Ambro Stud, Iftigaar Amardien) 3 Adowa Colorado (Anwar 
van Boom, Abdul) 4 Bioci Bob Dylan (Bioci Stoet, Willem Tiemie) 5 Daibu Showtime 
Parader (Thufaag Stud, Faizel Naidoo) Heat B 1 Uyzel Tramput (Emraan Domingo, 
Saniya Domingo) 2 Lanika Mighty Spirit (Vanity Stud, Mustapha) 3 Bioci Bright Sun 
(Bioci Stoet, Willem Tiemie) 4 Blom Peanut (Anwar van Boom, Zumayr) 5 Hansu Valour 
(Ambro Stud, Johnny Amardien) Final 1 Lanika Mighty Spirit (Vanity Stud, Mustapha) 2 
Hansu Dunrobin (Ambro Stud, Iftigaar Amardien) 3  Lanika Spirit (Aziz Jacobs) 4 Blom 
Peanut (Anwar van Boom, Zumayr) 5 Bioci Bob Dylan (Bioci Stoet, Willem Tiemie   
Groom 1 Llandilo High Society (Ambro Stud, Johnny Amardien) 2 Caspian Hot Shot 
Romeo (Anwar van Boom, Deon) 4 Rouz Prins John (Anwar van Boom, McKass) Mare 
<5 1 Du Dre Bubblegum (Ambro Stud, Aftigaar Amardien) 2 Du Dre Success (Ambro 
Stud, Aderies Amardien) 3 Adowa Roleen (Anwar van Boom, Abdul) 4 Vanity My Style 
(Vanity Stud, Koos) Stallion/Gelding <5 1 Milano Heart on Fire (Snowball Stud, 
Ebrahiem Moses) 2 Kalou Super Smart (Anwar van Boom) 3 Caspian Master Supreme Jnr 
(Farouk Amardien) Mare 5+ 1 Hen-Klo Dancer's Dream (Anwar van Boom, Abdul) 2 
Sunset Sugar Lady (van Boom Stud) 3 Bioci Twingkle (Bioci Stoet, Willem Tiemie) 4 
Hen-Klo Peaches (Iekeraam Salie) 5 Hen-Klo Selma (Anwar van Boom) Under 12 Assist 
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1 Sediek Amardien Jnr (Hansu Valour, Ambro Stud) 2 Zhara (Adowa Colorado, Anwar 
van Boom) 3 Ebrahiem Amardien Jnr (Llandilo High Society, Ambro Stud) 4 Gamza 
Barron (Hen-Klo Peaches, Iekeraam Salie) 5 Aatiqott (Uyzel Top-Spot, Emraan 
Domingo) Other Competitors Zayaan Jacobs (Destiny JJ, Aziz Jacobs) Bilqees (Uyzel 
Tramput, Emraan Domingo) Nuhaa Amardien (Llandilo Voltage, Ju-Fa-Ya Stud) 
Natheefah Amardien (Hansu Dunrobin, Ambro Stud) Yusrah Maasdorp (Du Dre Cheeky 
Boy, Faaez Maasdorp) Tasyaan Brenner (Brenner Showtime, Faizel Brenner) Gadija 
Barron (Bioci She's A Lady, Bioci Stoet) Amaan (Sunset Clear Root Fire (Anwar van 
Boom) Aleem (Adowa Roleen, Anwar van Boom) Fayaad (Roux Prins John (Anwar van 
Boom) Mothatier (Caspian Hot Shot Romeo, Anwar van Boom) Safaa (Bioci Mona, 
Vanity Stud) Farouk Amardien Jnr (Caspian Master Supreme Jnr), Farouk Amardien) 
Adam Baily (Big Shot Mark of Charm, Mogammad Damon) Gasiena Barron (Caspian 
Master Prime, Kamalie Stud) Under 12 Unasst 1 Zaheer Brenner (Hansu Valour, Ambro 
Stud) 2 Raeez (Hansu Dunrobin, Ambro Stud) 3 Zada (Uyzel Smart 2, Anwar van Boom) 4 
Amina Barron (Daibu Showtime Parader, Thufaag Stud) 5 Abduragmaan (Caspian Master 
Prime, Kamalie Stud) Other Competitors Qaasiem (Sunset Wing Commander, Farouk 
Brenner) Adam Brenner (Brenner Showtime, Faizel Brenner) Mogamat (Llandilo High 
Society, Ambro Stud) Rayaan (Destiny JJ, Aziz Jacobs) Gaironesa (Salvador Vincent, 
Amanah Stud) Laeeq (Sunset Clear Root Fire, Anwar van Boom) Over 12 under 18 1 
Tohier (Bioci Bright Sun, Bioci Stoet) 2 Waleed Brenner (Sunset Wing Commander, 
Farouk Brenner) 3 Ismael Jacobs (Hansu Valour, Ambro Stud) 4 Qaseem (Caspian Hot 
Shot Romeo, Anwar van Boom)  5 ?? (Sunset Clear Root Fire, Anwar van Boom) Other 
Competitors Llandilo High Society (Ambro Stud) Ziyaad (Uyzel Blue Moon, Emraan 
Domingo) Brenner Showtime (Faizel Brenner) Ladies Fine Harness 1 Nerzeema 
Wolhuter (Daibu Showtime Parader, Thufaag Stud) 2 Ranee Amardien (Hansu Valour, 
Ambro Stud) 3 Aneesa Moses (Milano Heart on Fire, Snowball Stud) 4 Tazneem (Adowa 
Colorado, Anwar van Boom) 5 ?? (Sunset Clear Root Fire, Anwar van Boom) Under 3 Ch 
Big Shot Mark of Charm (Mogammad Damon, Amir Moerat) Res Bioci Jim Bob (Bioci 
Stoet, Willem Tiemie) 3 Adowa Roleen (Anwar van Boom, Abdul) 4 Caspian Master 
Supreme Jnr (Farouk Amardien) Junior Champion Milano Heart on Fire (Snowball Stud, 
Ebrahiem Moses) Res Du Dre Success (Ambro Stud, Ederies Amardien) 3 Kalou Super 
Smart (Anwar van Boom) 4 Adowa Roleen (Anwar van Boom, Abdul) 5 Vanity My Style 
(Vanity Stud, Koos) Unregistered 1 Uyzel Smart 2 (Anwar van Boom, Justin) Supreme 
Champion Lanika Mighty Spirit (Vanity Stud, Mustapha) Res Hansu Dunrobin (Ambro 
Stud, Iftigaar Amardien) 3 Blom Peanut (Anwar van Boom, Zumayr) 4 Lanika Spirit (Aziz 
Jacobs) 5 Hen-Klo Dancer's Dream (Anwar van Boom,Abdul)
DOUBLE HARNESS Stallion/Gelding 5+ Bioci Bob Dylan/Bioci Bright Sun (Bioci 
Stoet, Willem Tiemie) 3 Lanika Spirit/Destiny JJ (Aziz Jacobs) 3 Sunset Clear Root 
Fire/Caspian Hot Shot Romeo (Anwar van Boom, Abdul) 4 Llandilo High Society/ Hansu 
Valour (Ambro Stud, Ederies Amardien) Mare 5+ 1 Bioci Twingkle/ Bioci She's A Lady 
(Bioci Stoet, Willem Tiemie) Champion Bioci Bob Dylan/Bioci Bright Sun (Bioci Stoet, 
Willem Tiemie) Res Llandilo High Society/Hansu Valour (Ambro Stud, Ederies 
Amardien) 3 Sunset Clear Root Fire/ Hot Shot Romeo (Anwar van Boom, Abdul) 
TANDEM Ch Bioci Bob Dylan/Bioci Bright Sun (Bioci Stoet, Wessel Swart) Res Hansu 
Valour/Llandilo High Society (Ambro Stud, Iftigaar Amardien)


